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FOREWORD

On November 5, 1976, the Californii4tostsecondary Education Commission
sponsored a symposiumon credit for prior and experiential learning. In,
doing so the Commiidion was responding on two levels: -*general, to the
broad question of the need for new services for new learners --an issue;
whidh is receiving considerable attention throughout American higher educe-,

,tion--ana, in particular, to the interest expressed by the California Legis-
lature in proposals for new institutional structures to administer several
of these services.

The ambitious announced purpose of the symposium was "to determine where
we presently are in California with respect to credit for prior and experi-
ential learning, and whether we should be moving toward a more comprehensive
mechanism for assessing, awarding, and recording such credit." Realistically,
the members and staff of the Commission did 'not anticipate getting all the
answers tom the symposium, but we'hoped to learn at least the right questions.

We were aware of the controversy within the higher education community over
redent proposals for new state mechanisms lith which to validate prior and
experiential learning. For that reason we tried to assemble a diverse group
of people with many points of view, including those of a continuing education
dean, an educational broker, the president of a nontraditional college, an
educational researcher, a training and development specialist, an academic
administrator, a state legislator, and an accreditation official., Because we
found'their comments both interesting and stimulating, we put together'these
Proceedings to sharetheir reflections with you.

The title of our Proceedings,. "Another Time, Another Place . . . " is a re-
tinder that learning occurs. in many settings and time-frames other than the
here-and-now Of the college classroom. Whether that learning is being appro-
,priately assessed and credited in California, and whether we need w mechanisms
to do that job more dffeiciiielifZie invite you to judge for yourse in the
pages that follow. ,
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WELCOME

MA:-Agnes Robinson
Member, Californialostseconaary

Education-Commiseioa

Good,Morning; my name is Agnes Robinson and I.am Chairperson of the
Commission's,Subcommittee on Adult Eaidation. Our Committee felt
that we needed to know more about credit for experiential,learning.
We-thought that many of you who have joined-vs today wanted to know
more about the subject, too, and-would enjoy learning about it just. as

Commissioners are going to do. Our Committee has no preconceived
notions about credit for experiential learning, so I can assure you
we're not here to sell any of you "a bill of goods." Indeed, we're here
to .get some experiential learning ourselves.

I'would like to establish a few ground rules, which I hope you won't mind.
Because this room is rather stuffy, .I, would appreciate it very much-,if
you would not smoke. .Actually, we hope that the discussion is -ling to,

be so-interesting,'and you're going to so absorbed, that you won't
even notice that you're not smoking. We will try very hard to keep to
our schedule, and I know that you will forgive Jae if I. have to gavel any, of
you downviamy fist on the table--in the bait tradition of a chairperson.

I would like now to introduce Donald R. McNeil, the Directoltof the Com
mission, who will launch us on our way. Following his welcome, I will
introduce Dr.Macy and we will be off and running--or should I say. off and
learning?

7
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Dr. Donald R. McNeil
fi

Director
California Postsecondary
Education Commission

I want to welcome all of you ,to this statewide educational symposium, the
first of its kindthe Commission has sponsored.

Assembly Bill 770, the legislation that established the COmmission. in 1974,
gave us some twenty -one specific duties and severaLyary.broad responsi-
bilities. One was to "promote diversity, innovation, and responsiveness
to student_andtsocietal needs through planning-and coordination." Another
was to "serve as a ltimulus tothe segments and institutions by projecting
and. identifying soCaaial and educational needs and' encouraging adaptability
to change." To me, thesie two charges describe the purpose of, this symposium
exactly:.

In the interests-of our mutual enlightenment, I consulted the dictionary
before-leaving my office; The first definition of "symposiUm" I encountered-
was "a drinking party, especially following a banquet." However, if-the
chairman won't let us smoke, perhaps we'd better not drink either. _

or'
The aims of thissymposium are fairly basic. First, we hope that by the end'
of the day all of us will be thoroughly acquainted with the concept of credit
for-experietitiallpriorlearning. Second, we hope all of us will have become
aware, of what California is doing in this'area and what our needs are. Last,
we dope to anticipate legislation which may be introduced to implement this
concept on a statewide basis.

In closing, I would like to point out that this symposium is part of the
consultatiie process the Commission follows'in reaching its decisions. In
this instance, our Commissioners themselves baxie come directly to the public
to obtain answersto their questions. They have not delegated that task to
a staff sitting in Sacramehto, nor are they going to be satisfied simply with
reading the "literature.on the subject." If you will pardon the expression,
they want your "input." I trust you will accommodate them.

Thank you.

7
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

"Vilidationinstitutions in the Spectrum of
New Services for New Learnersk

Dr. Francis Macy;"Directer
Regio Learning Service-of Central

York'

I see my role as perhaps a little scene-aetting for
action in a lot of different acts that Well be she
And the scene-setting'is on the cOnceptual-level,-pi
on the action level, particUlarlyoutside of California
rwill try to indicate what is being done to address th
outdide Of California, particularly, and that might he
your deliberations on- what you wish to do here.

what will be a lost of

ng together today.
ularly, but also

In other words,
s new situation
you to fit it in

We're talking about learning, we're talking about enhancing the ability of
people'to grow throughout their lives, so I think it might be fitting to
start with a'person,°and one of the reasons I feel so strongly about what
were all addressing ourselves to here today. We had in Syracuse &client
of our regional learning service, our career and educational counseling
service, or brokering service, -ia 'we call it;this lady was from Jamaica.
Sht was about 40 years old. She ran a.network of preschool institutions,
head-start type institutions in Syiacuse. It was announced to her one.day
chat the would lose herAdl ifshe didn't have a college degree. 'She said,
"that's all right," in her Oxford British from Jamaica and from experience
in England. "That's all right, I have a college degree from a teacher's
college in Jamaica." :.And somebody said, "Well, wait a minute,. that's not an e

1 institution of higher education in the British system, and 'you!d better get"
an American college.digree."

.

So she went off to Syracuse University, and said "I'd like to convert this
-degree into an American degree. How can I do that? What_else do I need to
learn, if anything, 'because I've had this-training, plus a great deal of
experience in the area of child development and child care, management of
educational institutions, teaching." They said, "Well, it will take you

' four years for a degree full time,-or half time it would take you eight years."
At 40 years old about to lose at job, this was'very discouraging. She pre-
sented her transcipts. She sent for them, and.Syricuse people said, "Well,

. that collegeof education is not really an accredited higher education
institution in-the British system, and so we can't give any transfer credit."

_she registrar sail; "No transfer credit. It's not listed anywhere as an
accredited institution, and so'there is no transfer credit.-"

So she.started,taking courses. This was discouraging. People half heiAage,
half her experience, and, she felt, half her:knowledge, were telling her
things either she knew that she didn't think were true--well, basically' those
two things, plus some conceptual work that was helpful to her. When she came

- t
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to us she was very discouraged and was about to give up, and was 01;411king
of'dhenging careers. She'had not heard of Empire State College? and we
exposed-that to her, and she went and talked.to thee and they indicated
that if she wanted in childdevelepient that everything she had
learned; regardless of where she had learned.11, acadeNpally or in work,
would,be accounted for, would be assessed, and'applied toward the fulfill-

, ment of'her degree requirements.-0

She was very thrilled about this.- ke her only a year or even
six months to finish her degregiven that oppor unity.p So she went back
to SyraCuse to tell them that sheWEs quitting, and they said, "Now, wait a
minute." The next day they caleCher up and said, "We'll give you 12 credits:"

Scr there's a lesson in that. I think it's sad, it's sort of depressing, it's
a sign of change, it a sign of the market situation, and so forth.,

I would like to look with-yoeitt some of the concepts that we will be using
a lot today, and particularly experiential learning and prior learning. But,
first of all, learning mg often have trouble with. I think there's ailot of
.ihtfueion,in these areas, artly because.wegive different meeipags do dif- .
fereut things. Now,. everybo can define learning activity in different ways,
but at least four ways td br k the* down would'be living and beink (no, *n
fact the UNESCO book on continuing education orlifelong*learning, was called
Learning To Be, so thaw's aAtind of existent a.1 learning).

0

Visual No. 1: Learning Activities

r. Living-Being
Z. Studying '-

3. Doing/Participating
4: Producing/Making

There's studying, there's doing or participating, and there's producing or
making. And these are pretty close. One of the problems that we come into
on a campus often as we're starting to talk about experiential learning is
what learning is not experiential. Name one. Wall, often we think of reading
,a book as not experiential learning; that's studying,'maybe. It's not experi-
ential, perhaps, but if you'reraading a French book you're doing that ,to
acquire a language; you're trying to learn how to do something --use another

. language. 'So that's,anexperience. ."

N.Certainly when you're in elementary school much of it is skill:acquisition
by practicing the skill, like practicing madiematics or practicing reading.
So the distinction between what is experiential and what is the other learning
I thinksometimes presents us with problems, and we can say a lot more about
it, but I don't think we'll take the time. What is enerally meant today,
I tb k, we'll probably be referring mainly to exper ences that are not class-
room erimices or not. library experiences.

:0\
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tilt IA independent study exgeriential? Well, if you're doing a research
\paper you're ctlinly-s2pfriencitg doing a piectOf research for the
purpose of acct.. g skills! in 0114 reseerch. Even as a pilot, you knolt-:-.

, I ,don't want to fly.in a.pline with a pilot-that hasn't had some experiential
.1earAing, hasn't practiced landing\that plane. If he's jusit read about it, .t

x thatnenot very good. There is,a ireat dear of experiential learning one
csmpus,.but we.tend-to-use the -term more for learning that takes place off-'
campus, which is ironic as though you weren't aperiencing anythitg on campus:
I'm going to, comeback to this.in a minute.

.,

But I tried something last night after a good dinner with some of you folks,"
and this may be too, jumbledkgo see,, but that's part of tLe pointthis jumble.

c-p

J

No. 1'2

Thfotratiort abut
idstbutice and
omits

Seminars
Field *irk ,'
Latt.11411
Labe
lotarbibips-
Likrery

ards
Estra-ozriegar

am:Wit:Les
SIONSTAIV amid
Coop radve

aduotVon-
Mediated self -

sauly
TVCompacers
Kwiss
!tack
Pot

.

Aseessaint,
course Jur:ire

Aseeseaust of
ar..admie
potential.

---...,

''Fri Assessment,
!Meilen:tett
study

1

icadodo .
cosiseting

Aseseimett, off-
=Pus illarning

Career , .
to.ltsaling Assesasett, to

ward daps*

Lersosealtung AcadasiC re:ad-
lesphig

This colter part are ways of learning -- seminars, field work, lectures, labs,
internships, library, friends, extra -- curricular. activities, semester abroad,

cooperative education, mediatei-self-study, TV, newspapers., nagazines, movies,
rock, pop.,'You know, there's learning in all that. Now, which of these are
expetiential'and which are not, experiential? I'm not. going to answer that,
but I'm posing a problem and it leads to confusion. So when 7ou're communi-
cating.with people,-- it's often helpful to find 'out what they are referring to

then -they refer to experiential.:- Another confusion that takes place is
between--it mey,evan be implicit in the title of our session today --is the
difference betweih prior learning andgexperiential learuing.. Now, is this

27:-. ; n
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prior learningL:Now, sole of that is experiential, we'd Ill agree, right?
internships, liboratoryrprobably,' extracurricular activities, is usually'
noncredit experiential on-campus learning, semesters abroad usually get
credit--sometimes thaes.studying; it's.not experiential in the sense that
it's classroom wotk, of it's living in a family; it's.learning language, and
we think of that. as experiential. So the difference betweenexperienaal
and nonexperientihl is somewhat difficult., There's certainly a lot of experi-
ential learning after one is enrolled.in a college, whether a person is part.-
time or:full-time, resident or nontesident.

"So

Now, that presents some problemi in assessment, and we'll be talking a lot
about assessing today. -Because if you're going to validate or give credit\,..

to experiential learning you, have to assess it in some way. 'Nancy Tapper
is talking about'some of the problems.in assessing or issues in
assessing experi tial learning.

. - __ ,..,

A. lot of his feel t at it is easier to address the questions of assessment,
to learning outcomes than to the kind of,learning'activitiet. %Our tendency
is to design a test that is appropriatieto an activity, whereas it may well
be more approprlate todesign assessment procedures to the outcometwhether

----
\they were derived experientiallY or nonexperientially, if you saeWhst I mean:
In other, words, that' experiential label or handle is not always clear;
secondly, les not always relevant.- What is relevant is the outcome that.t

you're interested in assessing.

Visual No.d. Learning Outcomes

1. Information
2. Understanding

Conceptual Ability
Analytical Ability !

3. Skills /Ability, to do or make.
4.. Values and attitude's

_However, this,information,.undersfinding;, conceptual and analytical, or
skills and,abilities,'or valUes and attitudes --you can ha'e your own break-
dc4a, but theie are at least four-categories most people would agree that
there are learning outcomes in those-four areas.. A degree program could
select onor sore. We tend to be much better at assessing information gained
than we are at assessing these other things. When they are noncourse learning
experiences it's, often these two, Ibtee, and Sour areas where the greatest

, - learning is either being- designed or has happened, rather than the gathering
"of inIormation. So that's part.of the challenge in the assessment process.
You're welcome to come back to that if you have questions about it.' I'm
really trying tq provoke your thoughts about it it this point.'

'-§o, what I hope to do it to shOw that experiential learning has long bein
important in formal education in on-csmpustor.in-school education, that we
Nave to be careful when 'we're using- it tb Cistinguish it from some other kind

12



oflearning, that you donit.necessarily have a different way of assessing
'experiential:learning from assessing other learning. YOu're really assess-ing the outcomes of learning, but learnings as they call them at'Empire
State College and I find that kind of exciting--learnings in the plural.
That -'s -the_ first dace I!ve encountered that.

And I'hupe also- to show that the problems of assessmeht'whicOe-had for
yeare',,fOr example, "if' we feel that some value development4-were talkinga lot aboUt it at the elementary and secondary level now, certain values
and attitudes with respect to civic responsibility, for example. That's not
just a question of information on the Constitution, but rather some, value

TaS development'as a learning outcome. Well, weve'long-had problems assessing'
4 those kinds of outcomes of learnings., Now'what I hope to dha* is thit now thatwe are trying to respond tethe needs of the new learners,-as we group them

_Some times,, trying to respond to those needs,We are surfacing a lot of old
`.assessment problems, and L think it's really good. :It's,tough, but it's really,,good: And we are alsothe final basic-point is--we'are devising many new-techniqUasaid new ,organizational patterni or new ways of organizing ourselves
in-order,to meet the needs of,new learnerhincludihi the assessment needs,
BeCaUse'ob4iouily now a person-it it ia.difficult to adsess-the learning_*Coma of a-semester-hbroad,

fbrexample==how,do you assess the learning
outcomes of,living in an Italian family? 'Obiiously, there something has been
earned, and.,thereare real prottlets..inTatietessizig that. -Well, when'-you have,a person who's been living in Tunisig'ineNiiiria,and:India for eigtyeara,,-' AuxidO you assess and: generalize it.your campus., ix* doYiAL;iisessiihe-learnings
-that:=IV,ghtbrihg to your:camOus. he problimis'Aramatited. It's ,really ,

-more-dirfitult when a persoh is arriving,with7a:wholelot-of
o_ff-campus.experience.' - , - s .

"
-

---- ,.. , .NOW?in order*io address that and other Itabl,:s. that new learners bring,
'what'we see happening now is what Cyril Houle calls an unbundling and a
rebuhdiing--this involves your legislative propaiga--some tebundling-of .

- educatiohal services, Now, in a college air.the4OirvAces are offered.There are a number of counseling services, thire_ire a lot of assessment
Orviceshat are_ihvolved. You have'to assess academia potential before a
perieneven starts,, to see if people' tan come. YoU assess the result of.
cohr.0, learning, .you assess the resulta'of independent study,you assess !the

. .-results of off7carpusJearning, andthere-s a fiial aisessmenvto award thedegree. OfteUthat's just -a counting of credits. Now this assesamenr..is
done, and there's a recording of the academic credits that-have been gained.e

:
. .

.. 0,

.So, there's a lot of assessment; there's'also a lat"of counseling. that goes.on. Most of it is not done .by counselors on a camgus. It's done-by frieAda,
it's'certainly done by professors to,a large extent --a lot of counseling and . e

) 1 , inforMation-; SO rherira information - about the institution, and how much.i.e&t .-/-golat to cost ydu, that's given out.. There's academic counseling, there's - ..
career'counse/ing--usually at the eneairy6u're,aboueto

leave--and,therets r
,

personal counseling (we'still have a lot of suicides on campuses), so there's
$a4lot-oficOunseling.

Y 0 e
. ? '
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And -this is all aa_institution offers, all that, plus more. What is
"happening is-that for a persdn.who is arriving'to the'campus we're
udbuadling,theseserVices, and we're kindof rebundling theseaervices,
and we're kind ofrebundling thee in theee'ways. These are some of the
services for adult learners that 'have beed created.

-SerVices'for'AdUlt'Learners

1. -Education and career information services-
2.`` Brokering servicesv'advisement, assess-

440 meat; advocacy
3. Noncredit

- 4. -ValidatiOn of prior learning
5. _Flexible instruction and certification

,6. Acadesilic registry services
7. Validation Of occupational competencies_
8: Financial arrangements

What we're going to do--I hope I've thoroughly confused you with this Array
of material up here, and it'll b, an experiential or-some kind of leirning--
once again the experiential isn't, mery_useful--that-by-the-end-of-the day

------,yctrvrlil-have heard from knumber of people and that they will be telling
you about some programs they have that: fall into these eight categories.

I

Visual No. 5 .(ShoWn on follOwing page.)

t have up here one, two, three, four, five of these categories broken out_J-
to show you what's happening on the national or federal level, where there's
a lot of interest .in this; what's happening at the statewide level in many
places, what's haipening at the local level in the communities, and on the
part of educational institutions. And finally, bere are some of the buzz
words, that are critical-to eaChof these.

,8
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SOURCE Of POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES TOR NEW LEARNERS

Natioisal/Yederal State Coessunity

Local

Educatimial
Institution .

Information
, Services

.... .. ..

Title-I, REA

TIPSE, Project-I
oit/DoL - obccupational
Title X; REA

. .

, ...,_

REili, Wisconsin, phone-

U. of Kansas., phone

Informstiot
. 'Services

.State Direitorlea

--

Greater Boston Learning
Exchange

METIODUC, Toronto
Library

,

.*

Lifelong Learning
Centers, New York

College of Mid -West

Institutional Marketing

'-
Brokering.
;Services
-_AAvissmant-

- Aaiesement ,

Advocacy
,

-

Educational Informs-
tion Centers (IV,REA)

EducitienalOpportunity4PE0C'a--Msesschusetta.
= Centers (IV,NEA)
Title I, REA elloCommunitp_based
VIPSE,-NEW
NIE 48,Carear

2

and New York
cam-

. soling service, Vie:
counialliig ear=

'vice, Rhode Island
.-

.

Regional Learning Sex-
.vices of Central
New_York

WINNERS, Boston
Libraries: New York,-'
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Visual No. 6.11 KEY WORDS, PHRASES; ISSUES

"Regional'Postsecondary Program 'Clearinghouse"
Role of ComputersConsumerism (legislative study)
Updating and disseminating data
"Yellow,Books of-EducationalInformation"

,

"Regional, Advisory Centers" (Cosmission Study)

Educational SerViceCenters (legislative Study)
Neutrality of counselor versus recruitment
"Community -Based Counselors Versas Professionals"
Educational_diportunitrCeiitirs.

'',Educational.Information Centers

14

Continuing Education Units

,

Assessment criteria -- "Golden State College"-

Criterion-referred asiessmeit.
Competency-based Assessment and learning
Applied'performande assessment

-Pridt-experiential-learning,
Sponaoredexperiential learning

,Credit'liank--registry...passport

4

, (

Extended degree -Programs

Adult. degree and diploma programs
'Learning contracts
Competency 'objectives and outcomes

services,So, reading horizontally on the matrix, information services, and so forth,
brokering services and so forth--these are some of the 'institutions that you
all have been recommending and considering, and embarking on--nonCredit,instruc-
tion, and forth. Can-you all read this, or, should I readithose? I've
demonstrated' one competency,-probably my last dde.

-All,right. Let's.be,more detailed about this. The basic-point I'm making
lieri'istilat these services--these_are_not institutions, these are services--
these:services-can be offered in*any of many different settings, organiza-
tional settings --in fact, Are. Let's. take some examples. There are informa-
tion servicea4I'll skip the federal. If there are questions on what the

.

government is' doing, you can get it either from thia,...of I'll try o explainti,

i
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it, especially if the Commission members wish to explore some of that.
I'd be happy to explain any of this,now or later. But information ser
vices, for example, in Wisconsin there is an 800-number telephone service
they call HELP which is Higher Education Learning Programs, I guess, and
you call the number and you can find about where_you can learn anything.
Likewise, they have one in New YO:ik City like that, Lifelong Learning Center.
But they're just information. They're not providing anything beyond the
information.

Of course, every campus does that,by--you could call it institutional
marketing--by publishing Its directory; its catalog and, other brochure,
by advertising, and.so forth. But it goes on in many other places than at
oreineducational institutions.,, les information about education. Some
states-are publishing directories; state directoried of educational oppor-
tunities are being published by's number of states. The federal government ,

. is sponsoring the.Department.of Labor Occupational I formation Services in
eight pilovstates not including California. There, 11 probably be another
round'of that liter on. So there's alot of work in he information area

y,,becanse'aurVe, afterSi3uriey 'shows that adults don't know what their options
,are.' You can't assess something; you can't make an intelligent choice if
you don't knOW,What:your options,are.

.

Phrthermore, surveyd and4otherexperience is showing that,a huge catalog or
15 college catalogd dots not'solve all your problems' if y u're trying to
resume study or'pursue a degree after a break. So what has grown up are
advisement,. assessment, and,advOcacy services which we've given the,name of
brokering ,because -thgy are intermediary services. They help to link the
learner with the learning resource. steam coming
up-behind thar.activity, and youhave some very good examples here in-the-State.
Some of the COMmissioners have visited the Educational Opportunity-Centers
that pm administers with federal funds in Los Angeles. They are, brokers;
they are helpipg:people connect. They can't just give information; they'help
them fill out financial forms; they take them to campuses. It'd a multifaceted
service; it'smore than inforpiation. I could say a lot more about that because
14i doing it, sO-I have-tO restrain myself. Here's the Regional Learning Ser-
vice of Central Near York which I run., I think it's important over here that
yo( all have done some very interesting studies and proposals for such broker-
ing activity. There's theRegional Advisory Centers that your _commission.
studied, recommended, and as I understand, you have taken a position in favor
of. Secondly; there are-the educational- service centers that the study com;4.
missioned by the' Legislature has proposed, the Dick Peterson Grant. There
are.in Wisconsin, well, so there are two active ideas that you all are talking
about.

.

There are some .issues in that area, one is that of neUtrality. Can a caupus.
'be a broker?, Or how do you keep from being A recruiter when you're a broker?
If you want tohe a broker, how do you avoid being a,recruiter if you're
working in something? Now, there's a great deal of noncredit instruction
going on, particularly in business, trade associations, unions, and so forth.
It's rather obvious, but it relates very much to validation of prior learning
Which is a key,conceriktoday. What istprior learning? Well, presuming prior
'learning is the learning that takes place before you come to a campus, I think

18



that's the way we're using the word. It'a got to be.prior to something
else. Prior to what? Well,.it's probably prior to matriculation fora
degree. Is that experiential learning? Well, some of it is, no doubt

_ off-campus, nonstudy, nonacademic learning--but everybody's had'some school-
--ing.pretty much; they're literate. _Chances are they've had some schooling,

96-there's somesnonexperiential prior learning, if you will. Sol urge you
. not to equate experiential with prior, because tfiere't experiential ea t e

'campus and tharets_nonelperiential when they arrive at the door. So there

___

is a validation of prior earning for academic credit, so that a person is
fitted in appropriately. The fromrJamaica wasn't at Syracuse Uni-
varsity being fitted appropriately rot-her_level of learning, or types of .

learning in a degreVprogram. And that's the challenge thaestrying to be
met. If werertrying to acknowledge--how do you find-tut-and,adkuowledge
what:people-have learned already whet, they start a program?

So a number of_new-inatitutions have appeared on the icene'io work with that.
TheIZSUC-C6niortium is very interested'in this kind of assessment. The Regents
External Degree Program in New York Stateis doing this; it does .not offer >

'' instruction. Here's a case --what I've done on this chart is sap aced the
institutionsAat do instruction from thoie who,dd not. You can a sess'leara-
ing'without teaching. 16111 can teach-Without assessing. It's goin on here
all the time. That's what that is about. They're not assessing for credit,
but they're giving learning experiences. What I'm urging is that tiyou make
these distinctions. Then you can repackage; you can rebundle, but you can't
rebundle so you unbundle, is my point. That's the purpose of this, and the
purpose of this. Then you can lake your choices: What.collectiOn of services
do you vient to combine ?, 'And whit these_ institutions Have done-7the Thomas Edison
College in New Jersey, tfie-Regents.External Degree Program in New York State, ..

add!in every state the 'GED high school equiyalencyprogram Mils an instruc- _

tidiel program, but yod can walk in and take.the exam without:going into a
-'couise, so at leabt as_far.as.tfie assessment 'end-certification aspects of that

''-----iedoncerhed it's not an, instructional programs; but it -is-a_malidating_progrkm),
and; the University-of London has been doin,it for a hundreds years with its
external degree progtam throughout the commonwealth and the empire previous to

, that. ,s ;
i

. ,:.

.

1

.In the final category are flexible degree programs. That's at i very good
s-,geteric term, but I couldn't find a better anp.I'The'factfis a great deal of

new flexibility has been built in both in tqms,of,how-you assess and in terms
of what the content is. .

/
.

4.

And if we have time later and, you want to pla a-game, what you could do is
take this dhart--that we might leave up here and you can bethinking about
where an institution, for example, Empire St te, that we'll hear about next,
would fit on this chart. ;:-

O
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Visisal No. 7

Flexible

Staidardizei

l

N- .
...

This is assessment procedures from standardiZed at the bottom' to, in lieu 1(
4.,of .a bitter wokdofleXible up here. sSo-a-stanaardited examination like the -

SchOlastic Aptitude Test would be down here. The program content is another
axis,, and ft goes from, if 'you will, standardized-=-I'm not too happy about
that term--to something flexible out here. -That may mean student-designed
o int-input in contentthat might be, well, what that, flexible means.

,Well, ants EXteenal Degree Program, for example, has a good deal of
'flexibility ih tow assessment takes:place. You can take the exam any
time; theresno,prer te and you can take them now all over the country,
Otpliaay four'tiMes'a year.-- ' also some individualized assessment where
you help to design the assessment: That to flexible.

Empire State

ProgranCarteW,
Curti

4

ila'L' le

Whit -about 'Content? Welt,-they have a-business degree=that i ed by
professors of business administration, and it's absolutely the standar soCi7
ation-approved content. So, we would put thit--the Regents,External_Degree
Program -- somewhere up over herei'for example, and jou can' ee whet others`,
might fit'on-that. Others will use standardized exams for very neirkinds of
InforlAtion-that-might-be -way out here, and others will fit in between. So
tbat'is anotherjet of fleXible_factors thit you can think about. There's_
the unbundling of -services, :and theme' -s-also the' act that because yoll might

become flexible about assessient-doesn't mean that you're becoming loosey-
goosii about content. And some people -have thCt feeling.'- Well, if you're
assessing, somehow-designed-for the individual, then you must not be very
serious about what that individual's learningand that sounds -sort of corny
the way I put that, but frankly lots of people have that feeling. That, they
&net go together, because you have ,two entirely different.aXes on that issue.,
SO I'd like to conclude by urging you. to unbundle-and theeTebundle, and think
about the different kind of flexibility. Your Goldew,State' College piece of
legislation, in a sense, falls in two of these categdries,/and it could be
simply validation. Or tt could be validation and offer'ii4ependent study, as
well; and,that youlbe basically it.

That's a Choice. In-other'words, there are many choices, to meet the needs of
What are now the new majority in higher education, and that's part time people.
I'm very impressed that Tou're responding to them. Thatyou.. t:



RESPONSE .

"Empire State College in Retrospect"

Mt. Nancy Tapper,,, President

Permits College for Nontraditional
Studies

(Formerly Dean of Metropolitan
'.LearniacCenter of
Empire State College)

, .6

What I-will 'do is.cqnsider some df the major issues or problems hi' granting
credit for prior learning, and' use my experiences from Empire. State to illus-
trate some of the prOblems. _So in a sense I'm intersecting with the title

-ai stated in the proffiam', but not completely. ;
. °T . ..

1T would like to start with the assumptionithat we are all reasonable people,
and therefore thit ye 'will admit to the fact: that people' do learn outside of
the classroom situation, that such; learning can be,demonitrated aia-asseiied,
and that also such learning can and ihould be accredited. I'm going to start
at that point, and issumeitherefore, that we are also-taiiift-about institutions

---Ottich are equally: reasonable and have decided to do that. --____

- ---------
tOnce the institution-has-decided that it dki want to accredit prior learning,

What kind.lof-questions or, 'problems does that institution face? 1 'ant to
examine four or five /of the major ones.

First.of all, how much credit should we.. give; that is;_in terms of maximum
anounti,,how muc'h_ereditishould we give? The'vatiety'_of answers to this ques-
tion that institutions 4ave come up with is really quite amazing. Some insti-
tutions have jut put their toe in the water and have decided to give at most
15 credits, or nine credits, or 10 credits--something on.-thatArder=,for prior
.learning. Other institutions, like Empire Stfte,'have gone fairly far, since
at-.Empire State the maximum amount of credit granted is 104 credits out of a
possible- 128. 'This/means ma student must have a minimum residency _of six
aontha.in order-tocgaina biThelOr's-degrei--strmonihml minimum residency for
*,usual four-year degree. At Empire state there were frequent arguments about
Whether that mmmdmomishould,be raised or lowered. Some people thought that
there should be no maximum; other people-thought that 104 credits were too much
o allow. I must confess to never haring, had much patience with this question.

, I ee'very little rationale in having any upper limits. Once,you agree to the
'pri. la that learning does takeplace'Outside of the,classroom, then how can
you ,4s ut only so much? 'Thus it seemsrathel odd to be concerned about this

.,questian lit' it is one. that institutions do have to face.

A second msjOr uestion, of course, is what piocessehould be used: who
should,do the ass ement,-who should decide hanmuch learning, what triad of
assessment instrume should be used, etc., i,e., what is the whole assessments
process? I'll say ve briefly, what was done at Empire State. Each student_
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developed a-portfolio, usually over-quite-a long tiii-(a number of months),
in which the student attempted to articulate the learnings that had taken

them before they came to Empire State, and also presented docu-
mentation along with their own articulation of learning. That student
portfolio then went to a faculty committee which considered the portfolio,
and.which also usually sent out pieces of it to so-called experts. Thus,
if .a student claimed to have learned something about early American litera,-'
ture in his or her-independent study then that portion of the student's
sortfolio was usually sent to someone Who, was a so- called' expert in early
American literature. And that person would examine the documentation and
say,'"Aha, this is worth 12 credits in early American literature," and all,
those expert opinions. -would be fed back into the faculty committee who valid
then consider the whole portfolid in the context of what the student wanted
to do in the-future.

Of course, the'whole question of .how deiign this process is very complex.
-Institutions have come up with a number of di;:ferent prOcesses, bUt I want,to,
point out one asiect of it which I think is very important tb keep in mind.
The problem with this whole area is that the more unusual kind of learning,
that is learning that is farther removed from the usual academic kind of
leatning, is the hardest kind to assess, and the kind Which gets, I would say,
the worst bargain. Let me give ydu an example.

Supposing a student has-keen in prison for 10 years. Now I think that you.
would all agree that that's a rather profound learning experience, or it
certainly has the potential for being a profound learning experience. I think

.

we would also agree that it is an experience which is father far removed from-
the usual academic-experience or from the experience of the faculty member

--Whos judging that experience. The farther you get from a faculty member's own
experience, the harder it is for that faculty member to trandlate the student's
experience into academic terms. Our nontraditional institutions were sup-,
posedlyaei.up to serve nontraditional students, yet as a matter of fact
those are the ones that we have the hardest times dealing with, because we
are still lotked into our own experiences.

I want to live you another,'rather amusing example, one of my favorite examples,__ -
at Empire'State. There-was _a very_clever.itudent who-managed to do this trans-
lationof experiences himself. -He had been, in his earlier and more foolish
days.; a dope pusher, and he claimed to have learned a great deal about running
a siall business through having been a, dope ilusher. He did the "translation"'
himself; he wrote a marvelous paper, pointing out all the things he had learned
and trantlating-ttem into small-business management terms, i.e., inventory, .

control, marketing, supply and demand, and so. on. He did a very,convincing
job of articulating_Anddocumenting exactly, what he had'learned about running
a small business: That is- rather unusual, and I think most students are not
capable of doing'that. They know they-have_learned; the faCulty member may
also feel that' the'studenehat learned, but iita-very_difficult for them to
'make that kind of 'translation into usual academic terms.------

"'A third and related problem is the question of what terms should be used to ,--

translate or quantify the learning.' Again, various institutions have come up
with a number o different answers/ to this. Some institutions are bound to

U P
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assess only in terms of what's in their own cat because their own
catalog is very holy; all learning that is possibleis in that catalog.
Therefore, any learning that h s taken place before must be able to be
translated into English 103 Sociology 102, or whatever. Some faculty
memberi, I will-also say pa heticallyy only think in three units terms.
Credit only takes place three, ix, nine, twelve --only in multiples of three.

Other' insatutions have used ge 1.4 academic areas, and thus have atoleast
managed to breekout of specifi course titles. They have given, for example,
24 credite,1571Liiisfil or-in, rican Literature, or History, or whatever.
These institutionshave used ielineral academic competencies, rathei thah
specifiatourses. At least at's a stii-lh-the_sight direction.

°Again, I want to give-you illustration which will,makeYou question how
small -that step in the dire tioit of'geherality is. This is another actual
,example from Empire State. One df the students who was going through -the
assessment process was a woma r..early 40'swhd_had had -a handicapped
'Child. When her' child wasborivsfie knew-nothing about handicapped children--

, know-hdw to-care for-such a hild,-didn't know how to educate a child:
who was handicapped, and so on. S e essentially designed her own self- study"
project; she spirted out first by eing concerned with the -very pragmatic
Aspects of hoW you care for a. handitepped child-r-the went to the library,
tihe went to Varidus agencies,_she,talked to-other people who had handicapped
children, and so on. She then proceeded to,widen her interests and became,
concerned with how other children related to handicipped,childrea, how-adults
-related to haheicapped'ahildren, whatilnd of educational facilities there .

were, hair ow:y(1 she realize the potential of her child, and so `on and.sd-on.

She wrote a'very profound piper abdut her experiences, with a bibliograpiiof
the sources she had used over a period of about fifteen years, includint
people and,agencies that she had consulted. How do you assess something'like
that? How do you translatethat into three-unit academic courses? How do you
translate it even into academic areas? She had a little bit of psychology,
a little_bit_of-bociology, a litlle bit of this .and that, and a lot of some
other things;_but it limply doesn't translate into particular academic competencies.

JN :" 4

'IM sure you're wondering what happenerlath that assessment problem. It was
----' is the relatively early-days of Empire State wheh things were somewhat more

flexible than.they are and we did assess that experience and gave it a
quantified value, but we didn't try to translate-it into credits for specific
kinds of competencies. We used an undergraduate research project equivalent
to'kprovide the rationale for what' we did.

The next question for institutions to consider is: how do you sain acceptance
in the "outside" world for credit thatis4given for prior learning?, I don't
want'to go into this very much because it does appear later in your agenda.
It's_Certainly a burning question for most institutions. °If we givecredit
for prior learning are we goingto be considered "freaky?" Are our students
going td have a hard time getting into graduate school? Et cetera, et cetera.
I will tell you that experience at Empire State would indicate that it may be
difficult in the early days for your students to get into. graduate school and
to be employed, but that situation soon changes because the students themselves,

3
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I ,think,-make the point. By the time
a yehr ago, I think that the Students

every graduate school in the New York
partof Empire. State.) In some cases
I think there's too much made of that
eiploration for later ih td.

I left Empire State, which was almost
were gaining anceptanCe to virtually
City area. (I was in the New York City
they were even being sought after. So
question, but I will leave furth!r

.A last and rather important question for most institutions is cost. One of
the great problems with cost is that most legislators are reluctant to give
institutions money to validate learning that_the-institution hasn'tjbad a
part in. If the institution hasn't-created the learning, the legislators
are reluctant to give_money-':m the process of validating the learning, even
though_the-validation proccis'is long-and relatively costly to the institution

----ifit's done right. Also, frequently the process Of self-assessment in itself
is a profound' learning process for students. Empire ttAte.is au,state institu-
tiOz which has tuition, but the assessment process was not 'charged for the

'early days of the college. The assessment was lusteonsidereds part of the
student's -education,'and\part of what he.paid his tuition for. A little over
a,year ago,' however, there was an assessmeni'fae of 480 initiated; it timi was
raised to $150 within, I think, a month or two, and then sgain,s to..-
$250:

There was another institution in the New York City area that was a, tempting
to become 'an assessment center'for ether New York City institution --that is, .

they plinnedo service other institutions that wanted to have th it students
assessed.: That institution coated the process out and decided on that basis
that they would have to charge something On the order of'8300.pe student for
assessment.

Empire_State-tried to get the New, York Legislature to fund the assessment
=a:process; they tried, I-helie4e, for three years and-got to ed down, year after
>year. I think that's an important factor for institutions o considet, and
I think it's alio important for a state legisOture to real ebbth the impor-
tance and. the cost of this process.

,

Thesie-ere very'q#ick:looks at some of the .issues involved il crediting prior
learning.', They're oliiiioptly not exhaustive, and I'm sure some.of_the other
lecturers will piCk up some other issues. However; I.think that these issues
don't really get at the heart of the matter. 1: think the real question is
nothing more nor, less than this: what do we mean by a college degree? What.

_ _____!..saftek.all,_holyabout four years, ore124 credits, or whatever?
s.

..jimIt it.absurd, after all, to think that no matter what you're going to do,
four years is just the right amount of time to do it in--whether you're going'
to be a mathematician,'an historian,

an artist,, whatever --four years is exactly .right? (I think it's very instructive, by the way, to look at. where our fOur- °
year,degree came from. I'm.not going to tell you, but I think that it would _ '
be very interesting for you to look it up; it's both shocking and amusing.)

1..
.

. . ..
1 .I believe that' we have to come to some agreement as to what an education' is,\

and.what au educated person should know and, what they should be able to do, 1

and that we.ehould then base our degrees on that; that we should base our

,
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. 'degrees on competencies that can-be demonstrated, and not be concerned about
when those coMOetencies came from or when they were acquired or how they
were-acquired. Until we'can do that, Irthink that we are going to.constantly
find ourselves'in the absurd, situation of-trying to translate what a man has

_ --learned in 10 years in prison into so many hours in such and such a class. .'
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THE STATE OF THE ART ItKREIal-FOR EXPERIENTIAL/PRIOR LEARNING

'c

*The State Of the Art: University of California"

. Torichard Dorf, Dessi
- Division of Extended Learning

-.),;!:,,,,University of California, Davis' il_

_The Academic Senate Board of .Admissioas and Relations with Schools sets
University admission' Standards. The Director of Admissions determines
for.all campuses the advanced- standing credit granted at the time.Of
admission, and the.use of he-credit'sm,granted in satisfaction cf the

v'requirements.fOr the, degree is determined by the dash of the college or
' school that will award the degree. -, !

.

'' ots'

-- Transcript credit%from accredited institutions is.iccepted-for.course..
'

. _work of Auglity ioeparable to that required of students in the University, y
is long as the credit represents courses that-are,compatible with program.;
degrokreqdirements and is within the mailmen amount imposed by residency
requirements. Theacceptability-ofthe content of a-course for transfer
credit is dependent od thefundemental'question: Is the Course appropriite.
to the functions-assigfied.to the University as part, of the stite system of ..

public higher education ?.
.

, ., ,.. .

'''A new policy. =on transfer credit fOr experiential learning in programs known
as cooperative edueation; field experience or study, work-learn,'and work
experiences was recentlyapproved by the Board. Beginning with work cost-
plated' in Fall 1974, and for, a trial period of five years, a mazimum.of six
semester or nine quarter units may be granted for experiential leifning if
it seats the guideliaes. On requeit, an experiential learning program in a
California Community' College will be reviewed by the University Director of

-Aihiirsions for inclusion on the college's list of transferabL. courses.

O

.

Pw4he basis of'exaination reitilta, advanced standing' credit is granted
forimme Genina and Subject, examinations of the CEEB College-Level Exami-
nation Program (L'LEP) and for certain forma: education and training experiences
offered.in the armed forces, which do not.duplicate other transfer credit

.earned in 'regular course work.
, , ,

.
, .

'Subsequent to admission to the Univerpity, the student may petitioto vali-
date by eXamination course work from an unaccredited institution-or subjects
learned through independent study for which advanced 'standing credit has
not been allowed, The'admisvions officer decides what credit, if any, may

V be valiaated and confers with the appropriate department regarding arrange-
.1.' sent for the examiner and'the test. .s.-

t-Students currently enrolled and in good academic standi.4 on auily of. the

University's campuses car validate icnoWledge in a given subject Area and
be granted credit.and/or excused from specific course work by passing in

,

.
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appropriata_examination-approVed-by-the dean of the school or college.
-------tudents, however, diknoi widely-exercisi this option. An informal

,,polling of several tampui Registrars' offices elicited low estimatesr-
, from.60.petitiOns a year at Riverside, to 100 at Berkeley, and 160 _at
UCLA (graduate credit-by examination= -is a minor component of these figures)--
indicating limited Student interest in seeking this kind of credit for
prior learning,- I

On the other hand, University students are increasingly pursuing credit
for experiential learning as student interest in'practical experience
grows, and administrative skill in structuring 'academically meaningful
programs,is developed. Work-learn internships are now available campus- '
wide at:Davis. The Riierside academic internship center acts as-a clearing-
bousefor its campus internship activity and asliiison with the academic
diftaitimnis in negotiatirig internships and academic credit. The COmmunity
Sttdies Program-at Santa Cruz and,the Field Studies Program and Community
Health Theme House at Berkeley integrate work experience in 'the community
With formal instruction' related to the area of the work:e4periente.,

. _

*

, -
Another mode of experiential le ing is embodied in programs such as those
at_UCLA and_thejrvine campus ch seek to extend the learning experience,
to the undergraduate resident h ls: 'There, students and teaching residents
pith common interesCin languages and other humanities can interact -with

. each er in intellectually 4i6 culturally oriented activities such as 4e1d.:-
.:tripi'4to museums -and theaters,-lectures, filmi, workshops, and seminars.

, .,.
In addition to. the variety of campus ptogramimany campus departments offer

. - students the opportunity to propose a highly' individualized fieldwork or
: field study course under,the supervision of a faculty member, and incorporate,
in many individual courses appropriate elements of experiential learning in .

'npnrclassroom, off-caMpUs activities of various kinds. Over 10 percent of
the specially-funded instructional Iiprovement projects include an experiential
learning compOnent.

.

.
. ., , ,

,

, . . ,,
4

For the first time this' fall, the Tutorial Degree Progrim, a self - directed
course of studies leading to the BaChelOr of Arts degree awarded by theUpinn
for Experimenting. Colleges and Universities is being uffered bythe'University.
Extensionai-UCSD. ,

,

. ,.. . 4
Thus,"the University has r#cognized the increasing diversity'in student back- .

.

skills; and goals, and has responded to,accommodate to these differences.

a

The Need for a,Validaiing Institution
.

.$

'Although the UniyeAit* acknowledges that,there may be a need for academic -

cerfititation of OerSon.swho have acquired knowledge or skill in other than
academic we feel that'the Postsecondary Alternatives Study data does
notsuPport the need for a validating institution. The University has already
responded to the'Postsitondary Alternatives Study and copies of our analysis '
of the study's methodology of assessing need and the study's recommendations
are available to participants iwthis symposium.

, !
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Given the inadequacy of'the needs assessment, the University believes a
more appropriate response to meeting the needs"described, to the extent
they do in fact exist, would be through existing, tested validating;.
services (now in California and those outside the state) in response to
actual demand. -" r.

The Proficiency' Examination Program (prp) of the American College Testing
-Program (ACT) and the University of the State of New York, has recently
Immminsde svailiblein California: PEP is a nationwide testing program
designed to assist postsecondary institutions in granting college credit'
-by examination. The examinations.have been used extensively for more
than a decade.- No fees-are charged to participating educational institu-
tions. Casts of the prOgram'ate covered entirely by stUdentfees-

Out-of-state validating services are available to 'Californians through
1the -Regents External Degree Program of the University- of the State of

New York (pSNY) . Cridit,is granted through transcript and_ .course evalua-
tions; examinations, and 'Special 'assessment of,acquirea knOOledge in :1-1 '4

, subjects foi which no standardized 'tests exist 'or for-i&iddiqthe 6ml:table
tests are inappropriate. Regents-ExternalDegreeStatistics for residents
of California -are: 174 graduates and 229_cuirently enrolled, as of AugUst
1976. USNY-Also serves:as a repository for student records, through the
Regents Credit Bank. .Designed foil persons not pursuing a Regents delgree,
,the credit bank assesses proficiency ezmnillation.scotes (CPEP, CUP, USAFI,
-GRE, AP, etc.), transOripts ftom military schools and selected- civilian
agencies, as well as fian accredited colleges, in accordance with the

.policies established by the external clegiee,faculty.- i:_single, comprehensive
and cumulative transcript is iaintainedfor each-enrollee and, is sent upon

. the enrollee's request to any,insiitution.oragency.
.

These two programs have been cited as examples of yaliciating,services cur-
rently(available to Californians, but not well-known by California adults.
The perceiVed student demand for validating. services may well be adequately
served through eipanaion of the CSUC Consortium and statewide publicity of
Alvailable'validating,services'directed specifically to the target population.

7
"The State ofthe Art: California State University and Colleges"

Dr. David` Provost, Dean
New Program Development

and Evaluation
California State University
and foliages .

', It is usual, to discuss experiential learning -rand for.that'Inatter.mast,.
nontriditional'approaches to teaching add learning--in terms of what are
called nontraditional'students. These are often defined 'as those outside
of the 18-24 age group.
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For thi_past four and a half years_the-California State University and
Colleges has requested and received,support for the Fund for Innovation
41114i iiprOVeMi4,t in the Instructional 'Process. Sometimes referred twas
"the Innovative. Fund.," this program has placed its focus-an.testing new

',approaches to learning for regular, on-campus students, many of whom are
nonethelest-outside the so-called "traditional" age range. The average
age.of CSUC students is 26.

There are several points I wish to make before providing some detail con- -
cerning specific efforts supported by the, Fund. There are-generally
recognized to be two kinds of experiential learning, sponsored and prior.
Sponsored experiential learning is undertaken within an academic program
and-often involves a version of an educational contract between the student
and a professor or department. °This contract specifies the kinds of learning
that are expected and the bases for evaluation. Cooperative education and

vinternships are examples. Though much remains to be done in,exploring the
.best meads of maximizing-and assessing the edudational experience that takes
.Place-in such programs, they have a long history in this country and are
widely accepted as,aEademically creditable.

-

A suivey of such programs in the CSUC found there were 13,000 students avid
2,000 sites in businesses,"government agencies, volunteer organizations
and other nonnollegiane-wo4-ettings involved in. such programs in 1974.
The Innovative Fund has supported several such programs where the approaches
have represented variations on the traditional. As an example, I might
mentidhthe Center foi Community Internships and 'Cooperative Education at
FUllerton which, thiOugh a'coordinated'placement service, arranges work
:experienced that are integrated with academic programs for some 800 stu7
dents each term.- (Last year we funded the SacriMento Semeiter program for

4 outstanding political science students in'the systeM to spend one term in a
legislativeor administrative office in the State Capitol in conjunction
with Sacramento_ State's political science Orogram. Next week the system is
co-sponsoring a major conference on cooperative education mo4eis, processes
and evaluation methods for educators in this part of the country.)

Faculty are genetally-justifiably cautious in granting credit for experi-
'ential learning, especially for,prior learning. Thisresults from a number
of factors, not leait of which is a-concern for standards and doubt that
'learning throUgh experience is academically'creditable.in the sense it is
equivalent to learning that takes place in the college classroom setting
and under academic supervision.

,

The-second and More controversial area then is that of assessment of-prior
ilearning,-our credit by evaluation program. Two Approaches predominate.
The use of standardized or other challenge examinations for determining
learning equivalent to that gaihed through normal college,clasd work is °

fairly well-known. The College Level Examination Program (CLEF) contains %

a battery of tests, including five in general' education and over 30(iin
speCific courses such as, introductory American history,or political
,science, chemistry,physics and so on. (Under the auspices of the Chancellor's 4Ail,
Office and the Inndvative Fznd, a number of these examinations have been
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reviewed for establishing system policy with respect to the award of
''credit. Time does not permit a detailing of the procedures we have
followed, -,but they have involved extensive consultation with system
faculty.

Our Most dramatic program,of credit-for prior learning in this mode is
the English Equivalency Examination which is composed of a standardized
examination from CLEF, the Analysis and Interpretation of Literature exam,
and a two -essay component developed by English faculty in the'system. This
examination, endorsed by the system's English Cotncil and offered each May
on all 19 campuses, has been administered. to nearly414,000 students over
the past four years and approximately 4;400 have demonstrated learning
equivalent to having passing freshman English and have obtained six semester
units of-credit upon entering one of our institutions. Plans are now being ,

made for a science equivAlency examination afternoon during which students
will be able to take several such approved examinations in one sitting.

_The second approach to assessing prior learning is even iote.controVeraial,
the'assessment of prior learning which is not course equivalent. Here the
CSIJC has taken a leadership' role nationally through its invo1veient with .

the Cooperative Assessment of Expetiential Learning (CAEL)prbject. Ori-
ginally'a project funded by the Carnegie Corporation and administered by
,the Educational Testing Service (ETS), this project has grown from 10 parti-
cipating ins'titutions,of higher education to nearly 250 this fall. CAEL
is engaged invalidation of assessment procedures, faculty'development:
Ptograms and a wide range of activities to improve both assessment techniques
and the. of.the programs among both faculty. and administrators.
Sam Francisco State, under the leadership of Urban Whitiker,,has taken a'
leadership, role in the faculty development program. Prefissor Whitaker will
be 'speaking to you -later 'today and calprovide,,more information on this
,program:if, you wish.

The Innovative Fund has provided support to the San Francisco assessment
program which involves use of the-portfolio to demonstratelearning achieved.
This learning. is generally of in interdisciplinary character and not 'suscep-
tible to testing through standardizedinstruments. It is'worth mentioning
that 98 peicent of students surveyed after completionlof the program believed
they expended -more effort in obtaining the credit awarded than they would
have in a more traditional class. The Fund this yeat is providing support
fot fnCulty development workshops for faculty from 12 CSUC institutions and
focusing on techniques in assessing both sponsored and prior learning which
have been developedin the System and through CAEL. New programs are expected
to result.'

One, other activity should be mentioned, the funding of a feasibility study
for a,possible registry/advisory service through which students would be
assisted' in,identifYing that learning they have. had which might be academic-
ally creditable. it referral service for students seeking information on
,where suth learningmight be acceptedlfor credit toward their educational
objectives is also /under review. Dr. McCabe may give further information.
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Yit this -brief period it is impossible to do more than proVide an overview
of the programs in this area.' It is fair to say'.that the state of the
art is a mixed picture, especially in the area of prior learning assess-
ment and that much remains to be done; both in validation of pioceises
and establishing credibility. With that said, progress is'being made and
is continuing. It is a slow'And laborious process bat one that promises
great returns in.reducing academic reCundancy and enhanced learning oppor-
tunities4Or our students.

"The State of the Art: CSUC Consortium"

Dr. George McCabe
'Director
California State University
mo Colleges Consortium

-)
.

.

The Consortium is,,known as The Thousand Mile Campus; boweVer, when used
more precisely'the term'describes all of the educational activities of
The. California StateUniversity and Colleges which'are designed to serve
the,adult part-time student. The ThoUsand Mile,Campus includes. the four-
hundred plus baccalaureate and graduate programs offered on OUT campuses
in the evening and on weekends to more than 65,000 adults over. the age of
25. It includes the 33 programs leading to Consortium degrees'in eight
academiC fields. The Thousand Mile Campus includes 53 external programs

'leading to degrees from CSUC campuses'. In all, a total of more than'70,000
.:.

students' over the age of 25 are enrolled in The4Thousand Mile Campus via
. ,

on-campus evening prograMS and off-campus external programs in a total of
24 different academic majors. A ......-

- -------'
.

.
.....

It is importantto.discuss the functions of The Thousand Mile Campus as a
totality, if ever so briefly, before, disCussing assessment of prior learning

'because, in our judgment,-assessment belongh in an educational context. We
think it is more sound to discuss educational institutions whose functions
include validation of prior learning than. it is to.discuss validating insti-
tutions. We note, in passing, that, Empire State College, referred to earlier
in the program, is. primarily, an instructional institutionan educational
institutionand that ;heir assessment of prior learning is an inseparable
partof the student's-idiicational plan.

.

r..

iit
.The mandate given by Chancellor Dumke to our'Commission on External Degree
Progihma; and to The Consortiuk, was toofind'ways of making the educational

fi.

resources of the California State University and Colleges more accessible,
-to- part-time adult studentd; to devise ways of extending higher educational
'opportunities to those who were denied access because of geographic isolation,
time constrAints,inability to spend lengthy periods of time-in on-campus

-,4study and so forth.

41
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It has been our responsibility to innovate, as necessary, to increase
access to higher education. Our responsibility has been to extend the
opportunity for higher education to those adults to'whom it has been
denied not to provide.an alternative for the student of tradi-
tional college age.

4

,We- respect and are excited about. the worthy experiment taking place at
EOpire State Collesi. But we also think it is important to note that
half of 'Empire's student body and two- thirds of its FTE is made up of
full-time students; that even though Empire'i program is'a State-supported
and Foundation - supported program that the'head count for zert-time students
in CSUC external programs alone is twice that reported for Empire as of
June 1975.

In our efforts to meet our charge we have innovated. Sometimes we-have
'aerely used a new system of instructional deliVery--"old wine in new bottles."
Sometimes-we have developed wholly new, nontraditional curricula.,bietimes
the' instructional intervention, itself,' has been innovative.-,SOMetiiiiei our
innovation has included assessment of prior. learning. Ocice in a while we
do all of these at'once. But, our goal has not been to innovate, p_e_r_ se;
our goal has.been to do whatever wetan'do, responsibly, to increase access
'toinstruction.:

_ 4

Our efforts to assess prior learning should be considered within that con-
text. We believe that access is improved and involvement encouraged if
Prospective adult stUdents are given academic cre4j.t for what they already
know, without respect to where or how they acquired the knowledge; that
given such a running-start thelarembre likely to follow through on their
plans,for continuing their higher education. Jr.

To thial would add thatmeasured solely in numbers--our success has not
been matched elsewhere in the country.

Let me give an example of validation of prior learning which is_an inseparable
; part of the total eaucational program. Cal'State'Sacramento, with. the

tance of The Consortium, offers, an external-program in Nursing in Stockton,
Solana County4a0d4tancista ana,in the East San Francisco Bay. This is a
program-designed-to serve Registered Nurses who do not hold bachelor's degrees.
These practicing nurses enroll in a two-course sequence in which, in part,
evidence is sought regarding prior learning which may have taken place, for
example, in academically unaccteaited hospital training programs. Those
whose prior learning is validated may earn up,to 58 semester units of
Sacramento, credit. Furthermore, the evidence.is that most nurses. completing
these two screening tourses'Score at the 70th to 80th percentile on the
National Nursing:Exada.

Similarly, the etatewideAndependent study program leading, to d bachelor's
degree in the Humanities, offered in cooperation with:Te Consortium by CSC,

. Dominguez Hills, offers opportunities for credit for prior learning which is
relevant to-the objectives of that degree program. Copies of the Student
Handbook describing these:Procedures are being distributed.
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Many students enrolled in Consortium programs, have had extensive experi-
ence in a variety of areas. Some of this experienee may haVe resulted

,_in learning that is equivalent to college -level .knowledge and skills.

The Consortium offers students id its'' undergraduate programs the oppor-
tunity to demonstrate what they hive learned outside of college and, where
the learning ii?found to be appropriate, to earn credit toward their degree.
L
The Consortium-does not award credit for experienceas such. It does
provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate what they have learned
from their.experience.

Credit may be obtained toward general education or =Nor- requirements, as
well as general elective credit. In some cases, credit may count toward
admissions requirements. No indication of unsuccessful performance is
posted on the student's permanent record; there is no penalty for failing
to obtain a passing score or. grade.

,There are two-ways inf.,which,students may earn credit for prior learning:
(1) standardized tests and (2) individual assessment.

I

We are distributing a number of documents for your One is a
brochitre,lays to Earn Credit z Evaluation (For Learning, Acquired Outside
of College). which we are about to distribute to all Consortium students.
Another is entitled, Student Handbook on Credit1=& Examination. The,third
document has the foreboding t-7;TriThe Assessment of Prior'Learning In a
Traditional Decentralized Settingi Flexibility Within "tthallenge Exami
nation Framework. This is a reprint from a doeument published gOr f.AEL by
EFTS entitled: Initiating Experiential Learning Programs: Four Case Studies.

-CLEF and New YorkRagentd,eiaiinations are available in 15_academic areas
and additional tests are now under review by faculty. committees.

9
,

In the many other areas not covered by these tests, The Consortium has
developed procedures for "Individual Assessment."- These procedures were
developed with the assistanee_of a CAEL grant. .

'The learning acquired im'a noncollegiate setting must correspond to the
objectives of appropriate CSUC courses. For'example, someone with experi-

'ence in woodworking or photography may have acquired the knowledge and skills
that meet-the objectives of courses offeied in a CSUC department of industrial

-studies. Or, an individual Who hat been employed in a.city or county govern=
'Mental position may have acqUired knowledge that cali lead to credit in a,
field such as ufban,studies or political deience,it it meets the objectives
of courses offered by the appropriate departments) ". The student is given
an "indiVidually administered challenge examination" to find this out.

In some cases, where thettUdent's knowledge does not entirely qualify for
.credit; The Consortium will endeavor to provide feedback as to how the ,

student may supplement his-/her knowledge in-order, to. meeticourse objectives,
for example, through supplemental reading, and gain credit. .
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A CSUC faculty member determinesrthe most appropriate method'for the stu-
dent to demonstrate his/her knowledge. It might be an oral examination,
a Written examination, a term paper or project, a presentation of a port-
folio, or any other method that the faculty member, with the approval of
The Consoitium, deems appropriate. The faculty'nembert.after assessing
the student, writes a recommendationihich is, in turn, reviewed by a
faculty committee which is a subcommittee of The Consortium Advisory Com-
mittee, the Advisory Committee being a standing-committeeof the, Statewide
Academic Senite.

A somewhat afferent approach to assessment is-one in which faculty teams-
evaluate training and education programs offered by noncollegiate,orgeni-

.. zations, and recommend academic credit for the students who have completed
these pogr rather than assessing the'studentsindividually.

We are distributing a brief description of.the Project on. Noncollegiate
Sponsored Instruction in which the'Consortiumlinder agreement /with the
American Council on Education, serves as the agency in California for
reviewing.and recommending for acadeMic--credit programs of instruction
offered by business, industry, labor ya ons and public and priyate agencies.

1: As I described in the instance of the Sacramento_external program in Nursing,
some of-the most important and effective assessment of prior learningindeed,
perbaiisomost of the assessment of prior learning--takes place as an integral
part of instruction' and the designing-rthe tailoring.-of the educational
'plans of students., With us this morning is Dr. Joseph Satin, Dean of.the
School of Humanities it-Ciliforaia State University, Fresno. Dr. Satin was
the Chairman'of the committee which developed The undergraduate
major ih Liberal Arts: He has spent may hours of his own tme talking to
adult would-be students in Visalia and elsewhere in-the San .76aquin. Valley.
Hee played a major 'Irole in the establishment of The Consortimm cooperative
program wilh,Visalia'bollege. It is my priiilege:to introduce Dean Satin.

%

"The4tite of the Art: View From the Hinterlands

Dr.. Joseph Satin- .

Dean. of Huisanities

California State University
Fresno

What I have to say4will have little direct bearing on academic credit icr
experience. 14101ny own defense, George McCabe phoned. and asked me if I Would
talk about the Consortium Liberal'Arts program in line with credit for experi:
once. I told him I knewverylittle about such credit and he siad, "Well,
just talk for five minutes." didet know at the time that thac constituted

( a major, speech.
,
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The Liberal Arts program-I'm to talk about was devised by_dix-f culty
members under the aegis of the CSUC Consortium, We think of-the Program
as a breakthrough, because, quite simply,.it,examinesme:of'knowing,as

' well as the learning process itself. We liken it to the so-called student
analysis some mental patients go through, wherein they not only learn what's
wrong with them but 'alga the' methodology by which illnesses may be eli4inated
or cured.

.
. ---="7 NOur'ur Program subdivides "ways -of knowing" into three. One - learns by soaking

up the material* of a discipline or area of knowledge: that is what we call
its literacy component --in effect, its vocabulary, what it has to say, its
content. One also learne'by dealing With the methodology or heuristics of
an area of knowledge: that is, how one manipulates, uses, assesses the data
involved in that knowledge. And finally one learns through what-we call
dynthesis. For'example, if one has-the perception of "apple" and the per-
ception of "falling" and.he's Isaac Newton and combines those two perceptions,
he develops the conception of the theory of gravity.. That Conception, so

: derived;-is a synthesis, its process being a setting of the mind to working;
'_

Our committee ran I don't know how many hundreds of trial programs using
.___. the three wayd of knowing and finally Arrived indictively, at these-unit___ .,

requirements for our degree program: , units in literacy; 9 in methodology; L
6 in synthesid:--Thesewe conclude wo_ 1 form a workable, package as the
'core of a 60 unit. upper diiision-prOgr plus 12 units of electived, so , ,

that the student could further emphdsiz whichever way oafio uwinmost appealed
.4: -\ .to him.

SamuCh,:for the theoretical or ivory tower aspect of our Liberal Arts
program. .0

Last Fall I decided to take:the.program into the'field and try it out, at ,

-the College of.the-Sequoias in Visalia, to see -how it worked in actual practice.
In other words, how would ,students respond to a program concerned'with just
plain` learning., As our 'program is designed, the student may, within the,

. framework of litefacy, methodology', and synthesis, pick any,three disciplines
or areas of learning he really wants to-explore and-thenldevelop them in his
own directions so that when he canted out at the other endle has not only
learnedthose-threelareas' but also how learning takes place, in those areas.
In sum, he knows how and why -as well as what. (i

Since our progrdiQa in essence more inner - directed than other-directed, I
went to Visalia-with a view to turning up adults who had in general made it
in 'life, who had gone through a little bit of college, who wanted to learn for
the'sake of education. I interviewed, in Visalia and -the surrounding areas,
over 300 prospects with results described in an article I co- authored entitled
"Giraffe. and Clydesdale and Finless Fish." It will appear in the March, 1977
issue of Liberal Education.',

For now, heredre two observations that I'mide, one of them relevant to today'd
central theme of credit for expeiience. My first observation was that a sur-
prising number of interestectadults were clustered in the agrarian areas, around

'Visalia, in-Such places as EarlimartOrosi, Corcoran, Tulare, Hanford, and
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Lemnore. The majority, though, were more interested in traditional educa-_
tiOn than in our-highly self-motivating program.

a

But at the same time we did attract 86 people into our Liberal Arts degree
prostam atllisalia. At Which point the problemimmediately arose that,
-since these were adults, all had hadxoutside experience. Virtually all of_
them asked, "What credit do you allow for this, that, and the other kind of
work I've done?" Whereupon I did what any meticulous icholar,would do: I
phoned George [MOCabe] and hollered for help. And he sent down two compe-,
tette), assessment people who worked for a total of three days and nights,
interviewing; giving tests, and so forth. .my second observation, then, is
that any program, even one as ivory-towei.based as our Consortium Liberal
Aits model, needs, when it gets out into the outside world, a good deal of
competency assessment iavolvingCreditfor experience. Which is how I 2-
learned that our central topiclfor today is not only novel but useful as
well.

"The State ofthe Art: California Community Colleges"

Dr. Clarence Mangham'
Assistant Chancellor
Educational and'Ficilities Planning

. -Oalifornia .(Community Colleges

- ,), ,

. An\accepted definition for credit by examination is,a,Procedure by which
a student not formally enrolled in a Course'may receive credit for that
course\by passing an oral, written or manipulative type examination. A
variation of this piocedure, sometimes referred to as "challenging the
course," permits the student to take an La-ly final examination during his
earoll;ent'ia'a course to receive credit.

.

The importance of the concept of credit by examination liis in the growing'
practice of recognizing achievements In otherinstitutioae and in life
experiences.- Under this practice students can earn gredietoward a degree

. and,applisatisfacto completion of standardized measdres toward degree
tequirements. Such ac editation is li&ted-and-sath limitatiOns-are'deter..
mined for Community Coll es by the College Boards of the local Community
College districts in acco since with regulations established by the Boaid
of Governors. Theytwo most sed forms of credit by examination in California
Community_ Colleges are credit y challenge and participation in the College

- Level Examination Program (CIE

The general authorization for cred by examination. in Community Collei
is given in Education Code Sections2 518.6. This,Code section authori s' ,
credit by examinations approved and co ducted by'the proper authoritie4of
the college. Title 5-of the Administra ve Code, Section 51302.5, Credit b1'
Examination, extends such creditsbnly to student who is registered at a,
public Community College and is in good st ding for a course listed is its
catalog. The provision is further made that sits thus obtained shall not
be counted in determining the 12 semester hour- of credit in.resideace required
by Section 51623.

`a.
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Several general principles are evident in*these statutes,:

1'

.(1) A student cannot take comprehensive eiaminations for two
yeari' credit and an A.A. Degiee-

,
. .

.

(2) Credit by examination' is done an a'courselrcourse basis,
.

,
(3) Credit by eiaminatiOn'is up to the

'

discretion of the Com-
munity College district as to whether itswil implement
such a progrf,

\
.

,

CIt shOuld be recognized that credit. by examination practice*, while exer-,

tided within the paraMeters of the CalifanieldiEUIOn Code and corresponding
Title 5 regulations, ire not necessarily uniform. This may-,*tem in'part °

from the fact that credit by examination is notra category of education
.directly eligible for state apportionment in public Community Colleges,
since it cannot 11.4 included in ADA accounting. The following are examples.of much varied.prectioda:: ,

1

---2 . .

Example' A: Credit by examination ray be granted for' proficiency
previously accomplished in other than.,an accredited institution,
for experience, study,. travel,or for formal service-connected
cottsesessentially equivalent, to a course for which credit'is
being re uested. Units and grade points earned shall be counted

Associate in Arts degree.'
A A -

Example, IS: BemovalOUpterequisiteS for advanced placement is
approved,on the bastpof written evidence of qualifications

',,through,pieviouetrainini or experience. Also,: advanced credit
may be granted for hiat-scores on .Collevt Ecrance Examination
Board Advanced Placedenv-Tests:A student,is nbt permitted-to
obtain credi by Limp unless he has enrolled in the .course
and the insttucto gi'-autlined the requirements duccessful
completion.

.,
Example C: A student day-petition focredieby examination only
after completing 12 sedester units at the college with a minimum?
"grade point &Varese of 2.25: Except for students in the nursing
program, the maximum amOunt of credit permissible shall not exceed4
15 semesterOmits including irt.morethan 50 percent the credit
required for the major subject-field.. ,

\

(Example D JA regularly,enrolled student may obtain credit by
--examination')n the basis Of previous training or experience. Unit

,.- credit for curses successfully challenged will not be awarded
.. until thefrWent has auCcessfully oompleted*15 units of work at

the:tolleee. t

. .

,

Example, E: 'A,currently registered' student with 2.0'grade Point
average may petition for credit by examidatienduring,afregulat
semester with a maximum of:II:such units.
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Some of the issues' associated with I,

credit by examination seem to apply
to all postsecondary institutions. \Such psues.include:

I

'4: t

1. Shall accreditation ofischool of origin be a requirement
in recognition of completed course credits?

.
,A.4 -

,
r., . _

2.' Do-government=conduCted4Chools require accreditation?

3 -Shall'siudents with Complotedzcourses from such institutions
-,be_required to take examinations?

4. Shall prior workfiexperience without formal academid studies
be a category 07.approval of credit?

.
Shal l limits be set to tile smountof credit that can be earned
y challenge-examinations? s

Further actions 'Should include:*
1

1. Seeking articulation agreements among .postsecendarY segments
'7 se'thitapproval'for credit,'once achieved and granted, shall

be acceptable for, meeting iranifer and degree requirements.

2. Seekinglegielation to redefine the basis for ADA to allow
for credit by examination in Community Collegei where it
applies tothe'concept of self-pacing, ,open entry.and open
exit, and other-arrangelents intended tosprovide for indivi-
dual differences in learning.,

,
Although the iajority of Community Colleges are involved in some form of
credit by examination, this involvement is very limited., In some insti-
tutions, a student may challenge a course in only one or two subject areas:

- Recognizing that the present funding procedure for Community, Colleges offers
little incentive for these institutions to develoiextensi7e credit by,
examination programs, the Chancellor's Office staff addressed this and
related-problems.in a Series of recommendations to the Board of Governors
at its September sheeting. The following Vection presents these recommendations:

--Recommendations

A

ts.

The present pattern of subsidizing educational innovations in the California
Community Colleges is,founded almost exclusively on spicial'appropriations
from operating budgets, except Where federal funds are pa-liable.

-,
. J

., 4

,.. 1. .In the light of existing appropriations for innovations ',--

iranied to, other segments of higher education, 'legislation
\is`retimmended which would grant equitable funding for

innovations in the California Community Colleges. 7 eO

0
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Two options are euggestedffor_considotration by the Board:.
.

Option 1. .Require.new funding procedure to be derived
from state. appropriations to the colleges. This plan
would require each ComminitT College district to allocate-
from its resources available for current operations during
any fiscal 'reeve mandatory amount of not lass than
stipulatid percentage of the previous year's state appro-
priations to the district to be -used for funding alternitive
prOgrams and activities in accordance-with regulations and
guidelines authorized by the Board of Governors.

,Option 2. Establish a'r:nd for alternatives; approximately
equivalent to a stipulated percentage of the total,state
apportionment; to the Community Colleges., This Fund for
Alternatives should not impinge upon existing practices,

. formulas or criteria: regulating State allocations to the
Community Colleges, but should be established as a separate
program in-accordance vith'regulations and guidelines autho-
rized by the Board of Governors.

Option 2 should be developed for, legislation.
,

'2.'N.Develop legislation to replace existing Education Code sec-
tioes.concerning Coordinated instruction Syttem programs and
courses to opportunities for nohtradlitional learning,
whereby =Ong a pore extensive scope OPinstructional
designs methodologies. Under these new provisions, pro-:
grams would nOtirequire Immediate supervision but would maintain
access to, and control and evaluation by the instructor-of-
record. These programs should operate within the mainstream
of the college offerings and state appoitionmentprocedures
undei authorization and guidaines established by the Board of'

'.- Governors, .

,
.

,...

3. Recommend legislation for pilot' programs to align eduCational
. _objectives 'with state apportionment processes. Establish t

state apportionment for,individualized learning programs based
upon validated,accomplishment of instructional objectives

. , rather than cliiiroom attendance.,-The conduct of such pro-
grams should follow guidelines established by the Board of
Governors.

.

d'-
.

. .
.

4.--PrOmote intersegmental cooperation Wieret the educational k.

needs' of parttime adult students,'including (1) regional-
planning for advisnt, (2) cooperative data collection and
dissemination services, (3) shared technological facilities -

,
..

and other educational resource*, (4) improved tf.ntr,voegmental-
articulation andf(5) new agencies and services, where applicable.

...
I.,
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tthe Board adopts these-'recdemandations,,, the Chancellorq Office-will'-
d, Ali* a Program for Alternatives for'Board consideration in Dedaisbei
197 and'adoption in February 1977. Ibis program would be directed,

e following objectives:

better:Identificetion. of the special needs of indi-r
'vidual students; particuiarly.those new or traditionally
unterved clientele;

4.
(b) improved, response to those needs through design and

. delivery of- programs-6in such modes as
rim r 11-

0 experiential learning
individualized instruction,
independent study, and , -

tompatency-basid student evaluation

improved design std. delivery *of services in(c)
la

guidance and advisement for career planning and
information about postseCOndary opportunities; and

;'(d) :related staff and facilities- development and support necessary

( to-effectively; carryout- these efforts.

Prograi activities would include. . .

(1) proposed legislation.establishing a Fund for Alternative"; mdmin-
ivtared by the Chandellor's Office beginning 1977-78, ta_suppert ,

state and primarily College programs directed toward the above
objectives;

(2) proposed legislation to correct 'kilning statutes'
Commupity Colleges from acComatshIng the objectives

'Of the Program along with, new statutes to pry tide incentives
for Programrdevelopmentk-, -

,

coordination of themany existing on a s'
),

going effortin Com-
. munity Colleges or other segments of ?sE with new or pilot

A ifforts'initiated under this program, including Vigorous
efforts at'intersegmeatal cooperation specifically Avoiding
the duplication of activities already.undertaken by the
PosCsecondary Commission;

,

,

4

.

I,

(4) collection and diSseminition of information about existing
related developments and'pregrams both in California and.

.

(5) ftrther studies, as neededinto related areas such

nationally; and

needs of special
relationship of
*and part-time

eltiretele;-
. .

Mai* lifelong learning. needs
edeplImeat; etc.

iq
.
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o /"--.
Beata Response

,,.

The learn of Gevernors adopted the above recommendationi with the under->
Standitnethai thelChanCellor'S stiff lignld develop. specific,propoials
forjegisletion and/or Title 5.regulations pertaining to each area covered

recossaendation.,:Staff,plans to present its proposals 'to the Board
in Fibril:try,

C

tI
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-"The-State of the Art:, The. Private Sector".

Dr: William M., 'Shear

,Acadrvaig Vic.elresident

Armaionec011ege,
ra _

My short presentation is intended to give some 'Perspective on recognition
, .

of prior and experiential liar!** by private colleges in California today.
r7,11

-:-In "order to be Clear, there isa need to.difine terms. In.my opinion, all
learningil/experiential since experience means-apprehension, through the
"mind, senses, or emotions. To learn means knowledge,or comprehension or
mastery, through experience (or study). 1 think what-peciple;_usuallymean,_ .

by experiential learning is learning outside a-structured-classrowIituatiOn.
, , _

. - - ---1'----1,-,,./(''

I amusing the term "recognizing" learning-rather than_graiting credit for
learning because grsintifig%cxeditis,a more limited concept. The real purpose

7Of,the movement, if there is a movement, toward "experiential:4' education is
for individualt to recognize,_ themselves, what they-know, to be able then
to use what they know in:tbeworldlind- to be able to, demonstrate to others,
what they _know, or haVe,the world, recognize what they know. Granting credit
is oneetype.of recognition. A college degree is one type of recognition.

A
,

d.
The major problem in recognizing experiential learning, whether prior or
current (by the way,_ don't differentiate between-these as far as value_
or use.toa person,-141on't seeany difference),^is defihinglihat has been
learned, proving it, and placing some sort of value On it. CAEL recognizes,
this,is by'listing-Six steps of asiessmeita-

. 1-
A

1. Identifying what- has been learned.
2. _ArticUlating'what has been learned.",
3. DoCumentiwthelearning process.
4. Measuring what has,been learned.

Evaluating what has been learned.
6. 'Record for-transcript purpOses...,

.

The same problems exist in classroom situations, but we tend to ignore them
or think we do an adequate job in the classroom. Programs based on experi-
ential learning usually pay more attention to each step-of the assessment

*
process...

there are many accepted forms of granting college credit for prior or
experiential learning. These are used in private, and public colleges.

.

1. Credit for service in the Army, Navy, or'Air Force.
2. Credit for standardized examinations, such'as CLEP.
3. -Chellenge exams.:
4. Various cooperative education programs, internships.
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Problems canarise.when other methods are used to recognize or grant.
credit for experiential- learning.

xt.,,.

I'll briefly summarizes few programs that exist in the-private colleges
in-California.

The CARL working paper number 7-lists five private colleges in Californiathat offer credit or recognition, for prior experiential learning: ArmstrongCollegg,California Baptist College, Johnston-College, LaVerne College, andthe University of. San'Francisco. This list is not a complete list.. Itshould also include:

Learning-Recognition Pr;gram, Armstrong College
Antioch West

dalifornia,Xestern Taveriity
'Johnston College_ ,

Goddard-College,
Bay Area Opin College,.Wright Institute
:College of Hunan Services
Coro' foundation

z

Antioch West"(about 1971}

'-The 'original proposal- for Antioch West was to .incorporate five kinds of
activitiesand resources:

1.! Apprenticeships and internships in the community
2. Seminars, classes and tutorials,_
3. leCtures'or 'special Orograls
4. Classes at area institutions.
5. Studio and laboratory activities

.

-%CalitorniaWesterti'Vniversitt

The' nstitution evaluates past experiences by_asking students to fill outforms and write about their past'experiences, send'in transcripts.

Acceptance for advanced .degree by correspondence is based on this evaulation.
Then the program is a seri!eeof study questions.

Charges are specific amounts for specific degrees:

Bachelor's - $1,200.
Master's. 1,300
Doctor's-' 1,400

Johnston dolleze.(1969)

When stUdents register, they contract for and record their full study plans.
ComprehensiVe,'personal critiques Containing, course descriptions and assess-ment of student performance replace traditional transcripts. Much of the
learning program seems to be other than formal classroomlearning. Evalua-
tiontaare written by.faculty instructors.

)'
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Goddard College, Adult.Degree Program (1963)

Goddard_is.located in Vermont, but there are students -and adVisors in.
California.

=

There are periods of residence and six -month periods between residencies.
'The six-month study periods are planned in residence. Some students take
extension courses; some do research, use jobs or travel as-learning experi-

(ences, leading to -a B.A.

,
Eight' Semesters may be reduded istMuch as twOtemestersi throughUgh scores
on CLEP tests.. Advanced standing may come.grom'favotable evaluation of
"critical life exPerience.". "Normally, up ea one semester of advanced
standing is given for critical ;life experiences, althougli up to twb semesters
may be given in rare instances:"

Biz Ares6)penOollege, Wright Inetitute.(1976)

Studeiti may earwup to 15 upper division credits through participating in
interdisciplinary Life Experience'Annlysis Seminars. An additional 30 lower_
division credits can also be earned. This is possible through demonstrated
achievement of knowledge in areas now taught in California colleges and pre-
paring a life experience portfolio. -

College for HUM= Services (Projected in California, 1977)
0 (New York, 1964)\

\
,

Professional school'offerin wo-year g duate program for-the Human
Service. profes tudents are admitted on he basis of personalqualities,

skills, and past experiencerelevantto and needed for successful
job performance; therefore, ,no, formal acsdemic'credentials are reqUired."

Students are plaided in professional servideorg zatftns. Student draft
proposals for achieving each of the listekitg tendies.

Caro Foundation 1,

Biperiential program to train community leadersi- Operates in San Francisco.
Limited number of students are interned in business; government, and private
agencies. For many years there was no credit and no degree attached. Recently,
evidently respondingto need, a master's degree program is an alternatiVe.

This wasn't considered necessary for a sidle, and participants were anxious
to get into the. program just for-the sake of learning.. ,Many Corograduates
have been successful without a degree. The same learning pradess might be
possible for an ,individual, alone, but something like Coro provides access.

Summary of the'"State of the-Art"it Thie Time

There is no methodof evaluation that is absolutely exact. This is true in
traditional classroom situations as well as evaluation of prior/experiential
,learning.

3.
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We're used to cs1141% evaluation methods in the classroom "objective",when
all of them are actually"autjective." Evaluating prior learning, is no
more nor less subjective.'

In the classroom wedepend upon. the training, expertise, and experience of
the faculty member. In CSaluating prior/experiential learning we must also
depend upon logic, expertise, and experience.

.7

Inlay opinion, many of the relatively new experiential programs are doing
a much better and more careful job of granting credit or recognition than
most college faculty members' do in the classroom. .Most new programs require .

much more extensive proof of learning.

"The State of the Art:. PrivateAnstitutions"

Mt. MichaelHowe
Director of Continuing

Education
Uniiersity of San Francisco

I'm from the University of San Francisco, and one of the first things I would
like to do'is pattern my remarks around what Nancy Tapper, had to say. I think
that's what we're here to learn abouthow thifl whole process works.

One of the first caveats I'd like to'. share with you,is that there are incred
ible impacts for starting a program othis sort.' Many-of you know that, and
these are igqoacts both to the student, the university, to university commupi
tip4,,wwell as to the community itself. The first and second issue actually
-14i covered rather specifically is some materials that I've brought with me,
and if you would like to have some of those materials, I'll put them,out on the
back table there.

Basically, these are the first two issues: credit? How much? I'd like to
echo what Nancy had to say and that is that it's very hard to just stick your
foot, a little bit 'in the water. You have to get in,'and our program
for 98 units. If a student-can prove to the faculty at the University. that he.
or she has developed the understanding, the knowledge that is equivalent to
98 semester units, he or she can receive them. The caveat--ncbody has achieved
that yet, but it's open. We tell the students very frankly it's going to be
very difficult. to do that.

_lite second issue, proceis, and this is most likely the most crucial issue,
especially for a university like USP, a traditional school, better than 120
years old,' with. Jesuit foundations, and lots of reaction to programs of this
sort of which I'm sure manyvof you'read recently in the 'Chronicle of Higher
Education; as well as in local newspapers. I don't thin'ic this program itself
was a result of those issues, but I think-it had something to do with it. The
process badically at USY is a faculty proCess. When I took the, program over
as a faculty member, I said to the University faculty, "It's yours; you 'do it." 4

I

,1
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I giVia it to the individual departments. I gave'it to the chairman, and
I said, "Yon assign the faculty members to us, that will accredit the indi-
vidual students.for their learning experiences." So the individual depart-

, manta at the University itself have the responsibility for maintaining
oversight aswell as determiningiihetheror not there will be credit allowed.

The department has anindividUal that comes into the assessment center, looks
at the portfolio, makes determination as to whether or not it's in his special
area. If it's nor, he.then recommends somebody else, or somebody outside the
University. About 95'percent of.all of our assessment is done within the Uni-
versity by USF faculty.

Now; the impact of that is rumors. For example, the other day somebody came
into the office and said, "Howe, what is this? You just gave somebody three
units for building whouse." And of course, I don't know about all the units
that are approved, but I had,to scratch around ind.find out what happened.
Well, in the process, of building a house, this individual had done an environ-
mental impact stateaent On'the land that he was going to build a house on, and
this environmental impaOt statement, if you will; had a lot to do with horti-
culture as well as with plant management and so forth. He took it to the
biology department and'the biology department looked at it--as a matter of fact
an individual whose Specialty is horticilture--and'said, "Wow, this fellow
knows more than Ido on these topics." He gave him three units. And:the stu-
dent turned around and said, "Why, he didn't give me any units; I earned those
units." And that's something you want to keep in\mind. This whole process is
something the student proves to us. We don't give them anything. He earns it,
and he has to go through hell to earn it.

Now, I think it's important for you to understand that the,terms by which this
is. done is very confueing;\it's confusing to all.of \us. And that's why in

'many ways translation; the whole issue of translation, is important to me, as
Nancy brought up. One of the problems is that the faCulty members, for the most
piit;,,want'io define it within the context of courses. Oftentimes, it doesn't
ff. But at USF we started out with that--in other words, alright, you define
withiatthe context of what is simplest to you. And .so they, said, "Alright,
we'll define it within the context of courses," and then we said, "Okay, then
identify the competencies," and they scratch their heeds and say, "Oh', alright,
fine." And they start reading the portfolios and signing off and then before
they sign off on the first competency,, we said,-"Now, are you sure that's what
you're signing off for? Are you willing to sign off for that for every other
student?" And then they scratch their head again and go back and begin to
write this process, and for all intents and purposes the-faculty members are
forced to translate their classes into competencies. Most of them can't do it.
Alright, just most of them cant.

They don't know what the outcome of the_classes are--something magical about
it, unfortunately, What we've done as a result of that is attempt to develop
,competencies for classes themselves as well as developing the faculty members
ins way that they can begin to define the classes or general learning areas.
And so the University of San Francisco is now moving from specific classwork
credit to .general area credit., And that has its own problems.

39
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The fourth issue is acceptance. I'll tell you, this is the issue that
the University of San Francisco has had the greatest difficulty with.
I'm not only talking about within the'University community itself, but
also' within the community at large. We ,set up a program and this program
did outreach to a number of municipalities. As a result of doing outreach
to municipalities, a number of students received a number of units, anyWheri
from 15. to 25 units for_experiential education or life experienceand,all
of a sudden we found that students-were getting through college faster.
We knew that would happen. But we didn't realize the impact it would have
upon the community around us. For example, some city managers who happened
to have to pay out dollars to their students when they receive a.B.A. degree,
all of a sudden4'"Gee, all-of these people are going to get a B.A. degree,
and we're going to have to.pay out money."

And then we receive letters, many letters. Also, the uniYersity community.
Most-of the communities that we sent transcripts to don't wylerstand the
transcripts, and so what we try to do ds educate the registrars. That's
very difficult, though, because most registrars aren't willing to discuss the .

issue, and I'll tell you, I think both the Commission as well as the Legis-
lature might very well found a committee to study this and try to translate
these terms.

Also develop systems of acceptance so,we can generate what we call overall
systems that everybody can live with.' Costing these programs out is very
difficult. We have an assessment process at the University of San Francisco
that's not cost-effective. We are now charging.$300 for a portfolio, and it
costs more than $300 an individual portfolio to assess: That's just it; it's
very, very expensive.

I think that's about what I have to say; it's very hard in five or eight
minutes to describe.what we do at USF. I would, however, lila, to mention
that November 11th-- that's next week, Thursday-- -we're having a meetingif
any of you are interested in going, from 10:00 to 4:00 in conjunction with
the CARL faculty development,workshop and where we are going to go into detail
on the whole process, at the University of San Francisco. As far as I know we
more than likely have'one of the most extensive processes, in terms of develop-

qient, ia-California. And we'd be most happy to share it with you because we
46derstanCin shariAg there may be an increase in acceptance.

"''A
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THE -NEED

"The-Need fora Validating Institution"

Dr.-Richard Peterson
Educational Testing Service

\ .

I brought a handout, but I don't know whether I have enough copies for
everybody or net. .I was asked to talk some about the backgrOund_and the
work bf the Postsecondary Alternatffts Study, as well as review some of
thevidence for the need for a validation institution. I apologize to
all of you lathe audience who'heard no talk about this, study over and over,
and Iisuppose the\baCkground will be mainly for theCPEC commissioners who
may not !mow so much about -what we did. ,'

.

The study reallyoes back to-the 1972 report of the Joint Committee on the
Hester Plan for Higher Education. In that report there's a rebommaidatiOn-
that there be.a new system, a new segment, if you will, to coordinate off,7-
campus%programs, perhaps,operate.same off-campus programs itself. Well,
'this was a large order, fsoaater in the year there was a Senate resolution
which,called for a feaiibility'stUdy by a private consultant to have ,a look
at'the -need and the deSigh Of an external degree institution; the wording
Of the resolution emphaaixei *agrees. ,Welli we, got started in the summer"
of 1974 And early in this studye redefined thescope of the prOhlen; Instead
of looking just At-external degrees, we decided to try to look at the Whole,

t range of adult.learning needs and try to propose some ways of meeting as many
..,--4eede as we identified.. The projeit was definedfbroadly it the outset.,

VThere were a totalsof Ana "professionals" making up the study team --Bill Shear,
Whom you'Ve just heard fiom:was a part of the group, and'Harcia Salner,is here
who also was a'pait oft-study. The work of the "project which ran over about
a year divided roughly *,half. About:the first six months-walleye over to
analyzing needs and also rying'to inventory resources in the State for off-
campus adult education and nontraditional programs -- programs that are always
going on. This' was a job,that\MArcia Salner did and the report on her work
is available as a separate repot from the study.

As far(!ki.tha needs,'the'analyZie of the-needs, we tried to come. at this in
a number-of diffetent ways. We lookedfirst at enrollment, just simply the
enrollment figures and also the t ends in enrollment. For example, we were
interested in the fact that part- ime student enrollments have gone up really

;yremarkably averthe list 15 or 20 ears, I guess maybe ever since statistics
have been kept whereas,enrollmenti of full -time; or in. regular programs, has
essentially. leveled off. So we lobk at simply enrollment figures. We call '

this "demand," arbitrarily, I guese
:.

-The second way of'approaching needs 1#s what we call "expressed interest,"
and we try to loo at expressed interests in two different ways. First, we
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commissioned a poll, a statewide survey that was done by the Field ReSearch
Corporation based in San Francisco, and they did an interview poll for about
a dozen. questions that our study group. putAogether-with a thousand adults
around California. And a second approaCh-to looking at expressed interests
was to spend some time talking to people in seven communities around the
State, diverse types of communities.- We had a system for aoing this that
I don't intend to describe nowt' A third way of looking at needs was tr..-
try to get some idea of_whatithe experience of other programs arouna the
.country has been, other-programs that are like kinds of programs that we
had in mind: So I made a swing'aroUnd the Northeast and visited Empire State
and Syracuse; where Fran Macy is based, Thomas Edidon College, and wetried
to-gather a lot of the documents from the colleges and the services about the
treads-in their service of their clientele,' whether they mally do seem to be
.meeting needs. And then the last approadh to need was simply to try ,to do in.
exercise in the future, in futurist, to try to think about what California
might be like 20 or 30 years from now--say, the year 2000-what the implica-

.tions for adult learning would be from this exercise. -

Allihe results from the needs analysis are contained in two volumes. The
blue one looks like this. It says; Community Needs, Postsecondary Alternatives.

. This is a summary of what we learned in eac_of the seven communities we
visited. And then there's another report that summarizes all the enrollment

'data, Field Poll results, and ends up with this essay on the future of
"California. Okay, so we look at all this needs information against what we
learned from Marcia's study aboutthe resources iu the State, stack-up the
needs versus the resources, and then identify- seven, what we call, unmet needs.

In the handout you have, beginning on the second page and running over four,
fi4e,or six pages, are the pages from the final report on the study which
describes these seven needs. If everybody. has one of these, then I don't need .

to run through this. It starts at the top with information, d then the
second need, individual assessment, counseling, _career pi., . third, .equity
for part-time students; four, programs for groups with special Leeds, and then
more upper division and graduate external programs, and then.ind dualized
degree=oriented learning programs which would be much like Empire State which.
we've been talking about.. And the list one,. certification of academic and
occupational competence with or without formal instruction is the need-that
comes closest to what we're talking abotit today, although we're talking about(
really just half of thisrecommendation seven. We're-talking about the academic
certification.

So the evidence from the study,*then, for a need for what you might-call a
validation institution., Well, in the first place, from -the Field poll,.if
you look, I'think it's the third to the last sheet in the handout, down to
I think Jew- the seventh entry, the third to the last sheet has all the numbers,
and this is just a copy of one of the pages from the report that we got back
from the Field Research Corporation--down to the one that-says evaluation of
noncollege experience. Now, the actual phrisilwof the question, the actual
phrasing of that item, reads like this:%"Etilluation of noncollege experience- -
on the job oz in the military, for example,-for possible credit toward P
degree:" This is what this random sample of adults were asked to say "yes"
or "no"--would they be interested in using it? And you see the figure there
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is 9.2 percent for the total sample. Well, the 9.2 percent, if you're'
willing to infer from a sample what the population figure would be, it
gets up pretty high; it gets up over a million people, If we assume
15 millidn adult Californians, about 10 perdent of 15 million is about
1.5 milliOn.

Also'in-the-Field .Poll, and the results are not here -- they're, contained
in the other needi-reporti-we-simply_asked.the question whether people
wanted to earn a degree or not, any kind of a degree, A.A. or P.A. or
graduate degrees. And presumably a good manywell, we know; from the
printout--that many of these people are older students who do want to, 'get
degrees, and presumably most of them or many of them at least are working
and would be interested, let's say, in getting some credit for their work
or their prior. experience. Certainly the ones who have been to college
who are, college dropouts would want as much credit as possibli,_ for the
academic work they've done. .Sc, an awful; lot of people want, say they
.want,degrees,-at least in the State, and I think we can assume that or
we know that many are older adults and that many would appreciate a chance
to accredit some of their past'work.

Well, and this io probably less important, from the community visits when
we talked to.people out.in the aeven communities we asked them to fill out
the same questionnaire that we used in the Field Poll. The students whom
Ire talked to, thepeople whom we talked to in the communities are obviously
note round sample of Califm.via adults; in fact if anything they are people
who are quite interested'in furthering their own learning; they're interested
enough in us to.come nd talk to us about theproblems they've.had-and their-
aspirations and whatnot for more learning. The figure here was at 39 per-,
cent of this sample of people wanting a degree, and 23 percent want evaluation
of noncollege experiences, ele. seventh entry on the data page.

7

Now, if you lOok again at the results of the poll, down on the'third line
-from the bottom, include the "no" answers. The olwabodtn"combiningtogether
a record of all my educational work," which is a credit bank registry idea,
here--it's kind of what that alternative is aimed at.. The full statement in
the questionnaire and the poll reels like this: "Pdtting together a main-
taining a record (like a transcript) of all my educational work,.all schools
I may have attended, and perhaps all my job experiences"--well, here you get
11 percent in the statewide poll saying yes, they need, that kind of a service.
The community sample, the sample of'people whom we talked to--I think it was
21 percent.

I brought along'd tape made from one of the meetings as part of our commu-
nity survey. Tes.fromAuburn,and I was going to-play it if there was time.
These three ,people are talking--there's one who is a persOnnel director at
P.G.&E. and one who is a training-officer for Placer Coudty Government, the
third is a social welfare director for county government--and they're dis-
cussing the fact that people are-moving around the state. To be successful
ithe minds of two of these men people have'to move, have to go from a
better job to'a better-fob-in-different parts of the, state. And they were
saying you ,take courses here and you take courses there and then when you
want to put them together to get a degree, it's very hard to do. This one
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guy, said, "Weil, it all adds up. to nothing." Hewes talking about his
daughter who had been working toward ateaching credential, I think. He

.had had,to move out of state; she got courses here, here; and here. Then
when'she tried to put it together when they finally settled down, she' .

wasn't'even close. So. that's whit they were'talking about.

he last thing.I want to talk about was the experience from same of the
other institutions around the country. And we talked about the CAEL pro-
ject, and there are a lot of colleges in the country that are interested in
this whole business of granting credit for experiential learning;. there are
250'iolleges=that are active with CAEl: now. The two-that are really complete- -
they're full-blown institutions--are.the Regents External Degree Program and
Thomas Edison,College in New Jersey. And in the handout (I'm not sure which
page it is) is the story from the Washington Bost, in the next to the last
'page. The third column, starting from the left, halfway down, talks about
tbe Board of Regents'program and gives some of the figures, and I talked to
WOL Nolan last week to get some of the most recent enralImentligures. He
said the Washington Post articp was essentially correct. His,figuzes were
15,000 enrollees since 1971, whiFh is not inconsistent with the report, and
5,000 people have graduated. since 1971.

They have eight degree programs altogether, and againes saaebody said there,
each program is quite fixed; there's a set .curriculiim, but there are many
Ways to do it --put together any combination of exams and special' assessments,
and whatever course work yOu've had. The largest number are in two-year
programs, especially in nursing And business. Don Nolan said that there had
been 134 people from California who have received New York Regents degrees,
and there are about 200 now enrolled in, all programs.

The other more or less full-blown institution,, Thomas Edison College--in
he last page of this"handout, there's a page frOm the accreditation report
t at James, Brown, the.president, put together early. this year. The table
it elf is not very good; it's kind of confusing. But if you look down the
sec nd column from the right, underneath degrees, you can.see that the trend
has b en up; there are more and more students coming in. The 454 is only
people who had been enrolled, I guess. Well, that's for the_fiseal year
from Ju y to August 31st. He told me on the phone that enrollment had in-
creased this is kind of hard to believe--but he said enrollment has gone
up 50,per ent over the last year at Edison College:--That sounds like a
slight exa eration, but that's.what he said, so maybe that means that for--

° as of Octobe 31, 1976the figure might be roughly about 900. No, that's
not tight; it would be a half more than the 454, so it's 675, something
like that. An ay, he says that people are coming in in increasingly higher
numbers each y r. And I was going,to say that these two essentially vali-
dating'instituti ns, as far as I can see,, there's no doubt about it, they're
meeting needs in eir respective states, and in my mind there's no question
that there's a nee in California for this:kind of institution as a way-of
helping Californian= realize their educational aspirations.
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The Needs-of the Training- Community"

Mt. Bart ,Lurie

President-ilect
Aieriean Society for Training
andevelopment

1

a J

Ives asked just to make a few'remarks from the standpoint of the American-
Socie0 for Training and Development about the. Whole subject we're talking'
about., I'lt just briefly say for .those of,you,who don't know what the
American Society for Training and Development is, it is a group of 18,000
people nationally who are dedicated to whatever. it takes for the development
,of human potential. ,In California there are, probably about 3,000 members,.
Probably the one'thing we can't agree on is what Lind oCcompetencies,it
takes to make us what we are. .

I'd like to address myself just a little bit to some of th things that
..Nancy'said this morning. One of the things that I' haven't ward any taWk
about this morning is i-plant training programs--the kinds of things.that .

.government, busineis, industry, military, unions, and educa ion,, as a, matter
of fact, are involved in. You might find an organization o 2,000-or 3,000'
employees would have as Many'as'54 to 60 programs a year that they would-be
offering is -plant to their emplOyees. And because the external degree situa

-tion,,the CEP situation, all the things that are happening. now in the world
are so popular, you find more and more employees coming to you and wanting
to,know why those training programs can't-be meaningful tO'them in terms of
getting,their'degrees.. That becomes a very imprtant thing.

So we ask ourselves the same kinds of questionethat Nanc Tapper talked
about this morning. How much. credit should weiget for 1uid programs? We
can't agree among ourselves what our programs We have a very
hard time relating to, having to teadh'so many hours in order for a college
to give our training programs credit, toward continuing education. We have
e very hard time saying that we have to teach for 16 hours, ,for example, to
be able to get that famous three hours of credit for that famous four-year
degree.

Very few of us in. our own, companies or industries are able to validete
these programs ourselves: In fact, one of the biggest issues among-training
and development people in the United States is that we can't validate what
we're doing with our.own company. And that's becatise we are competency-
based, and we don't know whether our training programs are competent either.
We're in the same boat that education'is.

Then we ask ourselves what processes we.should use, the same kind of thing
Nancy asked. One of the biggest answers that you see. us using is CEUs
which are. really meaningless. They are meaningful to some, but they are
not competency based. They can become less meaningful to your ,employees
when they can get. a half a.CEU for subscribing to a magazine, or for going
to a conference, or for subscribing to a program for one day. So then our

.
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employees are again concerned about CEUs foroui training programs and
how they become more meaningless.

)

:I feel that leerniugcontraCtswith various institutions --we all have
those-concerning our,training programs --they're Viluabli and probably is
something that we should key inon.,, The problep with 'learning contracts

fi. is that they bolongto individual corporations, individual companies,
individual go'Vernments. An other Words; even though we are teaching the
same thing in'one,industry that Ue'maybe teaching another:industry in
terms of in-bank, or'llUplant,tritiping programs, it's very difficult for

, usto accept credit 'for thosepregrams from some other institution ,-so we
have the same kind of arguments that you'heie.in education.

< '

4. W.4 4

Now,. how dO We gain acceptance for credit? We do need to agree -among,
employers that we ,fieve common programs "and' that we want° those _programs to
be meaningful- in4erms`of\ credit. Somehow we need to agree with the educe-

,

tional institutions that the-credit- diet -we`get for our employees toward a
degree for those training. programs doesn't mean that we teach 'for 16 hours,
and means ;that we have to be competency-based as much as we think you are.'

We.reocgnizethar there is.ameea'foi quality)control and that there must
be some kind of competency -base in this. kind of program. We recognize that
loose standards we're using now, like CEUs, cannot really be*acceptable if
we want to cooperate in our training-programs with degrees.

.
We also'recognize that there needs,to be a central credit bank of some kind
that has good competency standards, but I don't know exactly how we're going
to accomplish that. From the standpoint of ASTD itself we are very concerned
about the whole world of education, and we have a national task force now.
called the Edudational AcCounting Systems TaskTorce as part of our profes,

,pional development committee. We are goingto study Cps, the whole credit
situation, and that kind of thing. Also, we are co-sponsoring with the
EdUcational Testing Service, the National Tasklorce onCEUs, the University
of Colorado, and CORMA a national conference CEUs and%what it means to
credit in Decembet in Las Vegas. I think that takes care of my part.

N ,
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REACTION PANEL

"Reaction to the Professed Need"'

e._

11.

.z' 4.-

.
. - .,.

Dr. Leon Leavitt, Di ector;.of Continuing Education at Loyola Marymount
University, opened the\discussion bY'icknowledging that the Petersofi ,

study had shoin that p plemereinterested in obtaining degrees: Hefio
cautioned against overt king the idtagrity encvalue df a college degree,
and the role of accredi etionin protecting these` qualities. He also
felt that the. orth of, degrees was being threatened by the present drift -

' toward easier and lest h stic degrees, incIuding,thoie of the validating
institution.. He referred o the credit bank concept as "Inhumane" and as =4, a* "Monster."

c1

a.

Go

:.pr. George McCabe, - Director Of the CSUC Co ortium, indicated t it was
'difficult for him to get as angry as Dr. Leavitt about credit- nks', because.
he did not really know whit they were. He.expkessed doubt t accredit
bank imsneededein Cilifornia,'siying that he had little` confidence in. the

Poll's-indication that a number of people would use it. The use,of
models and pilot projects, he suggested, might tell us more such'needs.
Until there is more evidence of need the State should be cautious about a
full.scale program'an4 its related. annual costs--the proposed $1.7 million.
The existence df such an titiitiOn in New York, he observed, does not argue
for the existence of it in alifornia, since the two siates'are no; atalogovs
in higher education.

11.

Dr: Shear of Armstrong Collegedisegreed;,saying that there was no better
thing that a state could spendAtti money On than a validating institution.
The awarding of'degreet is qnly'incidental, he noted; what the new'learners
are really achieving is self esteem, bUt they think they. need formal creden
tials for their

,
learning. . =

Dr. Richard Dorf, Dean of Extended Learning at UC Davis, expressed the
University's dissatisfaction with the methodology and findings of the
Peterson study. He acknowledged that individuals want additional opportuni
ties for continuing learning toward new competencies, but he questioned their
interest in a credit bank. Instead, he suggested, the read need is for con
tinuing education and are maintaining,appropriate records of student attain

' ment, be'felt that the States needs were being met. The CSUC Consortium
and:.the Extended University could do more if they were properly funded.

fl
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Dr. Richard Peterson,of the Educational Testing Service defended the
methodology of the-itudy, and that the critics of the study
might not understand exactly whit the Field POLL researchers had in/
mind fdr goals-Andadethodology. . '.

Mr. MichailAowe, Director of-Colitinuing Education at the University of
San Francisco, regretted that the discussion seemed to have returned to
an:asiumpt41 about the centrality of claisrooM learniag.. He pointed out

mtthat,ma versitiesdo retogniZe that sitting in a classroom is not the
only mode. of learning. The nontraditional learner is self-direaid, he
suggested, and is as good astudent as the traditional learner, iii not a
better one. . '

- . .
.

2- Dr. Clarence Mangham, Assistant Chancellor of the California Community
. Colleges, expressed concern at the way_iu which validation takes place,

partitularlylin- the proposal-for a.validating institution: He felt that
, . there was no-clear need for a state agency, another bureaucracy, in this,'

.drea, but that there was need °to",encourage:existing o to do more
validation. .

, =
, (
..

. .
.

Dr. Stephen Male, member of the Commission, said that certain of the,
Mnizz 'words" being used in the discussion 'needed definition or clarifica-
tion. He felt that-the terms "experiential leArning",and "prior learning"
were in this category, and that perhaps better,terms-Oould-be found. _Dr. Macy
acknowledged -that definition's for this type of abstract process need to con-
sider the specific elements of the process.

0

r 4

Dr. McCabe responded that die term "experiential" has been institutionalized
by the' creation of CAEL, the Cooperative Assessment of Experiential Learning
The4issue, said Dr. McCabe,'is not whether there should be validation of
prior-and experiential learning--or any of the other newlearning strategies--
*but.whether the validatidn should continue -td tie-carried out only within
existing institutions. He pointed out that the State, through thdCmsortium,
has had real experience in.marketink'new.learning modes, and that this experi-

:ence'contradicted the suggestion, of- the Field Poll that people in large
numbers would accept the sAcrifices in timiandmo&ey necessary td participate.

. .

Mi. Seth Brunner, member of the Commission, felt that the meaning and value
of a degred'awarded through validation were important considerations which
should be explored. The real,qUestion, he said, is do people have aright tb
some-kind of standardized credit, credit that can be mixed with other credits
toward the goal of a:degree. That standardization would be. the value of
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lden State College, he asserted. He noted also that a projected annual
cost of $1.7 million-for a validation institution did not seem high when .

compared with the UntVersityaf California's budget.

The chairperson, Mrs. Agnes Robinson, -observed that the need and desire
/ foi additional learning services seem to be there, but that money is not
/ available. Validation in these circumstances could provide the opportunity

for new learners to make progress toward degrees./-

.

Ms. Nancy-Tapper, president of Peralta College for Non-Traditional Studies,
-Commented that there was alia eiPerience available, that of Empire State
-d011ege, which suggestedthat.nontraditional learners in large numbers will
pay the costs of such education in time-and money. There was discussion at
this point between Ms. Tapper and Dr. McCabe concerning the relevance of
the Nevi York experience in determining, what California should,do.

.

bean Dorf of UC Davis responded to Mr. Brunner's interest in the value of
the degree. He indicated that the issue here was whether there needs to
be "commo currency" in academic credit, or whether the State should continue
to enjoy educational diversity: If the State wants,"common currency," as,
opposed to diversity, he obseryed, then a separate and central validating
_institution was appropriate.

I

Dr. Leavitt of Loyola Marymount University agreed that diversity should, be
preserved. He argued that homogenization or elimination -of differences ,in
the higher education system would be detriMental tp quality. He expressed
concern over the concept of .competency -based education, and. insisted that .
the objective of higher education is not the attainment of measurable compe-
tency, but-ratherintellectual, emotional, and philosophical growth--the
-attainment of,a well- rounded in)ividual who is a bett^r person for'having
had the education. Assemblyman Vasconcellos responded that by gilting grades,
credits, and degrees Loyola was rewarding competency, and was not carrying
out Dr. Leavitt's'view of the purpose of higher,eduCation. Dr. Leavitt.
replied:that the university was locked into the system; external pressures__
impose graded upon higher education institutions. On this note the_allotted
time expired, and the discussion was finished.
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ALTERNATIVES IN TEVELOPINO:AVALIDATING INSTITUTION

"Further Expansion of CSUC Consortium"

Dr. George E. McCabe
Director
CSUC ConsortiUm

-4 The Consortium is just beginning its fourth, year. In its first year it
reteivedL$46,000 of State appropriated money, a last minute addition by
theAssembly, thanks to Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. In 1974-75 the
appropriation was $203,500. !

For the past two'years'the State appropriations for, The COnsortium have
been zero although we were allocated $89,000 in 1975-T76 and $37,000 for
the current' ear because of our involvement in'State funded projects.
Over four years, then, our State funding has averaged $89,000 per 'year.
Aside-from our Admissions and Records Office our professional staff
-sisted of the equivalent of one full position inur first year, two-and--.

a-half poditioni'in the second year and three positions--our full comple-
1 went; last year and'this year.

In the space of four years wa.have developed three statewide programs of
indeisndent study, curricula leading to Consortium degrees in eight dif-
ferent academic fields with &total of 33 programs, have_facilitatede-
develi.opment of memoranda of understanding between campuies,fo_a-total of
20 external programs offered outside the home caMpus's'ggogrAphic service
areal. Our structure and procedures_for awarding crediE,for prior learning-,
arein place, our next-`task being-to market-odiassessment wares.

We-hmia directed-study and parallel instruction in which in most of our
programs, students can parallel the work of onjoing classes by doing the
_necessary reading, writing the necessary papers,-taking the necessary__-

-examinations and meeting,occasiOnally with a aculty mentor. This, is not_
the most popular medium of instruction-but those who have used it typically
hive achieved at a higher level than most of their on-campus, in-class younger
counterparts, We have a Liberal Arts Curriculum which can be tailored to
the needs and interests of the individual who can put together a degree
program from a'whole variety of sources including enrollment in on- campus
classes, concurrent enrollment, directedptudy, parallel instruction, exten-

''Sion.olasses and specially established classes for Consortium students
enrcIledIin this major.

We are still Struggling with the problea of making, external programs avail-
able through the electronic media, and we think that cable televisions and
ITFS television hold the'beit promise. Largely because of -the uneven-
ability of funds in sufficient amounts we have moved from,, Cable TVProposal I
to II to III--from,Project Genesis, to Project Exodus to Project Leviticus,
despite warningp froasone quarters that what,we rally face is Apocalypse.
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If someone could help tie put our hands on $170,000. we could implement
Project Leviticusstatewide cable TV--this coming fall.

( We prefer; -if you don't mind, not being judged'in terms of an untested;
abstract ideal based on the assumption of funding at a leVel of several
milliondollarsper year. We think it would be more appropriate to judge
what we have accomplished with anaverawannual State funding of $89,000
and, with that as a base, project what ire could accomplish at a cost con-
siderably below the 47.9 million per year projected for-the individualized
learning program and the $1.7 million per year for the learning validation
service.'

4e-have a base from which adequate funding, can and should be extended, _and
at less cost to students.. Wethiak the expansion should take place gradually,
and we think it wise to reserve judgment as to.what the - eventual scale of

.4<the'individual learning-programs or validation service should or could be.
The implications for California of Empire State enrollments should be more
critically reviewed in termsofthenuMber of adult part7tiMe students enrolled
(which is what I-presume-we are talking about here). They should be evaluated
in terms of the comparative availability of other alternatives in the. two
states.-- --- .

Our three statewide programs of independent study are_academically,success-
fill by any of the measures available to us. On the other hand, they are
fiscally frail. The glowing returns of the ETS/Field Poll Study to the con-
trary notwithstanding,t is our actual experience in California that approxi-
mately three-tenths of one percentlof the households have members who would
be interested in upper division and graduate independent study programs in
the Humanities and Liberal Arts, which is pretty much the kind of program
being offered by Empire. Possibly this percentage might double if our fees
were'not in the range of $40-$50 per semester credit hour. We suspect that
the percentage interested in the validation service, separate from instruction,
would be even smaller. In any event' a serious problem is one of getting the
word of the availabilitY of these programs out to this small subset of poten-
tial enrolleesmarketing, if-you will'excuse a crass commercial term.

One further word about predictors of enrollment. In 1974-75, 40 percent of
those who filed inquiAes with Empire actually foll5Wed through with applica-
tions; slightly more than a quarter, actually enrolled. And that's an excel-
lent record, higher than one would ordinarily expect in follow-through.

Obviously, three professionals -Oa the staff of The Consortium could not, by
themselvei;-produce what The Consortium has accomplished. The concept under-
lying The ConsortiuM-is its reliance on theexisting resources of the CSUC
system. By contrast, to give you a notion of the cost of starting a program
from scratch, as of August 1974, Empire employed 166 faculty members (86 full
time and 80 part time) =1,78 administrators (69 full time and nine part-time);
That's 86 full -time faculty and 69 full-time administrators!

In summary, then, we think the need for individual learning programs in
California has been exaggerated. To what extent we do not know. But, we
also think there is a need to be met, that we are far from meeting the need
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that exists. We are not sure that the Empire model (and let'S have no
misunderstanding, here:" we think/it is a Ve* important experimental
model) is the only model, or even"the most "effective model for providing
access. to those- to whai it priSently is denied. ie; like Empire, think
that,the use of electronic, media should be explored'and, I'm afraid,
New York,--through municipally owned WNYC7-may have external degree pro-
grams on the air beforejwe do (although theirs will be at the A.A. level).

Obviously we, our students and potential students who cannot afford.us,
have been handicapped by a lack of public funding. As you, know, tie Board
of Trustees has 'qpted a policy that off-caMpus\ingttuction should be
included in the 4gular state-funded workload budget of the campuses and
The ConsOrtium, assuming the availability of adequate resources.

The Board of Trustees has approved.a Program Change Proposal which would
provide $2 million to begin phasing campus -and Consortium external programs
into State support. I will leave to your political acumen a determination
of thi_chances that this provision'will be included'in the finally approved

-.-budger of 'the State_of Californie. But, it's a first step., And,...-:y4the
principle is accepted, even without explicir_fundine4 th::ikAreWill be on
our way toward yery-important changes in Californiedn.the educational-oppor-
tunities which will be afforded to adults interesiti in continued higher
edudatial. v

We agree with the goals of the Postsecondary Alternatives Study. Our view
.Of the extent Of the need differs. The Consortium'and its participating
campuses already have made a significant, substantive beginning. Assuming
more adequate funding we can do a great deal more. Because we are situated/
within an existing collegial structure we believe that we can do the job
with greater assurance of academic substance than-could a newly established
institution without academic roots; we believe-our programs will have greater
--academic credibility, and we believe we can be vastly. more cost effective.

"A New Independent Public Institution"

Assemblyman John Vasdoncellos
ChairMan, Permanent Assembly

Subcommittee on Postsedondary
Education

Let me think, out loud what a new independent public institution means to
me at this point. This morning pointed out to me again and anew how radi-
cally different people of goodwill perceive the same reality. It was like
watching two groups of persons, one frail Mars and one from Earth, looking
at California society, and one saying, "We' -re going okay, don't worry," and
one saying "We need all these new services." My hunch is that the decision
that each of.us makes) you on the Commission and the Legislature, will depend
upon how we look at and see the reality.
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I'm not sure even how to make the presentation that affects perCeption at
the level that underlies that kiiid of judgment about reality.. If youve
followed my career, you know that I'm not much for institutions and not
much for new ones unless I'm coDrAnced'that, infact, the current ones\are
not adequately meeting huMan'needs, and my being here today, I guess, i to
take part in your deliberations as a presenter, in a sense.

In Don MCNeirt opener that yOur charge in the 'statutes is to be respo ive
to student needs, to identify and project individual and societal needs in
the future--those Were two of the charges in AB 770--I think that's wh re we
in the Legislature want you to-function. That's where, hopefully, we unction
as well., The question then beComes how you perceive student needs, a, d how
you perceive their being responded to, and how you perceive whit's c ng in
the future, what'people will need individually:to cope with life and live
fruitfully in rhe society we're moving into. And --shat we need is a ombina-
tion.of people to make sense of our lives in the --ciety.

The question then becomes your2.role as that of advisor. You're to dvise us
and the governor, and you're Co-ladvise the institutions. Ideally ou 'would
give them such good advice--the institutions--and they would so ingly
follow it that you could-just advise us it's all okay, and I thi you'd find
we'd be delighted if we perceived that current institutions were dequately
meeting emerging individual and societal needs1 And we get into it with bills,
or shifting monies 'when we perceive that that's not the case.

I guess what struck-me here watching this morning, listening th s morning,
it's my perception again, that if I had staged this morninfrand if I had
planned the witnesses and presentersall of them--I couldn't have done a
more skillful job of proving the, case that I see for new institutions. It
was dismaying and disappointing for me to listen to some of the things that
were said and not-said. The world has changed a lot; people have changed a
lot. Consciousness is different,' relationships are different, institutions,
values, families, and what's most, perhaps, changed is the sense of whether
institutions fit the individual or individuals fit institutions. And those
are two sides I heard this-morning.

'

I heard Leon say, you khow, "Don't override the, integrity of our institutions."
The institution was primary. And Dick Dorf saying "We're very traditional
and we don't latent to serve those new students." And the other side I was
-hearing was that there were emergent individual needs for validating experi-
ence, for validating learning, on an-equal basis whether it comes from painful
life. experience of anguish, or whether it comes from-reading4-or whether it
comes.from working.as a nurse for 20 years, whether it comes from sitting in
the classroom. The model, I think, that you bring to the perception of whether
a person learns'by some involvement emotionally in an experiential way with
real-life activity, or whether a person learns sitting at someone else's feet
and listening, really will determine much of how you assess what you hear
'from different people.

D

In particulars, I think the ue'stion for me that 1;11 be looking at 'in my
job and hoping you will in yours, is: is there 4 need ? -- number one; number
two,'if there is, is it being met? And if not, is it likely to be met? If..
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the answer is there's a need, not met,nor likely to be, then a new institu-
tion makes sense. That's the syllogism that I need to parade my way through.

Is there aneed? The Peterson study, I think, is adequate proof that there
is need for validation of prior experiential learning. George McCabe -saying
that the polls were off on Hayakawa by two percent and the winner was reversed,
it's really a tragic comment --the fact is that .they were off by two percent.
So, say the Field Poll is off by two percent in the, Peterson report. It.still
indicates that there are a million people who would like this kind of service
in California. To disregard the poll, disregard the community interviews,
disregard our own experience --I know that people want this and need it, and
I think Fran Macy's opener shows the entire country moving in thie direction
and people all:, over supporting these services financially and by going to them
and using them is evidence that Californians have that need for the validation,
certification, and degree-granting of learning gained outside of sitting in
the classroom, outside of the campus, outside of. 18 to 22 years of age. I
don't see where the need is even disputable.

The question then, next, for me, is, "Is it being met? Are they responding?"
The evidence, it seems to me: as Dick Dorf said, "We're doing almoit nothing
in the area; we don't intent to serve those students," which was dismaying, and
I wondered about who they do intend to serve. I think of a friend of mine who
wanted to intern in the Capitol, full-time, and get' credit from UC, San Diego.
And the Capitol is a .pretty good place to learn about politics. ,And no UC
campus would grant him credit, until I found a friend of mine, a psychologist
on one of the campuses, who agreed to do it. But otherwise, you know, they.
just don't regularly do that.- You've got to labyrinth your way through to
enable people to go where the action's happening.

CSUC said, "Well, we're doing it a little bit, but our faculty is pretty wary
of it." It wasn't certainly, at least for me, convincing 'that they are doing
enough. Moitly they're doing traditional education for nontraditional students
rather than nontraditional education. I didn't hear much about validation. '

Community colleges--I didn't hear you say anything about what they're doing
in this area. And the privates are doing some. So, my sense is that you've
heaid no evidence. If you believe there's a need, you've heard'no evidence
to indicate it's being met now by the institutions, and I'm saddened by that.
I'm saddened and dismayed.

The next question, then, ,Ls are they likely to meet it? Well, in asnwer to
that you 1dOk for several things,as I do. One is, how much interest is there?
I note that there are no four-year institutions representatives in this Com-
mission sitting here today. No one from UC bothered to come from your members,
nor CSUC, nor the private colleges. Mary Lou and Betty are-here-from-the
community colleges, but the rest couldn't, you know. Maybe they have good
reasons, but as far as interest'from the governing boards --zero evidence of
that. And listen then to the tone, and I heard Dick Dorf saying, "We'ke not
going to do it," and I heard George McCabe and Dave Provost saying, "We're
very wary; we might do some, but..." And the'community Colleges.saying, "We
can't do it." I didn't hear, again, any evidence Of concern, of commitment,
of willingness to act. And it's all perceptual, Y04.know, and it's mine.

. .



I want those questions addressed. My-biand that of my colleagues, I
think is simply whether the needs, of peop
And if notothen we will undertake the kin

e are being met, or will be.
s of.legislation or shifting .

of monies that will, hopefully, assure that people's.needs are recognized.

\

and responded to. ,If they are, thenswe_can sit back and say "congratulations,
and here's the money." That's but bias. I don't think we're racing around
to-be critical nor racing around to create ew institutions, but rather, ,

hopefully,.watching carefully Wand responding appropriately.

But the final point, about judging is the tone. We listened- to -Fran Macy
and Nancy Tapper and Bill Shear. There was an excitement, there was an
assurance, there was agoing ahead in the ton in the spirit, that I didn't
hear from those people who said, you know, "i s okay; we're doing it,
"we're not going to do it," but don't worry, don't go too fast, don't put
money there." There's an impression that peop e give--andimy'sense is that
this goes back to my opening point about how a erson perceives himself/herself
and people and their needs in today's world--th t determines among equally
sincere people and-equally bright people, wheih r in fact they feel that needs
are being met-or are not being met. And what yOn decide here is simply going
to be,-you know, 'h-0-W you perceive what theie needs are and whether or not you
believe that thOere adequately met by today's'institutions.

O

D

"Us2 of the Prirtegublic Sector Through Voucher System"

Ms. Maureen McNulty
Staff Associate
AssOCiation of Independent
'California Colleges and
Universities

;!..1

,-tarlier, say, the end of last'week, we sent out to members.of the Commission
,

, materials on'the voucher system that's been prOP-iidAfOr the State of
/1-. Massachusetts, thatGeorge Nolfi has doneithe background work for. I brought

extra copies today; I've got them here, and We'll jnse leave them around for
people. You can also get copies of these and other materials throughAICCU in
LosAngeles if you're interested in finding more about this new voucher system.

.

The voucher system has been kicked around a loti.pilmhriily for undergraduates
for use in that type of system. NOM in Massachusetts has talked about it
as a mechanism for funding people in continuing educati n, and after talking

r
with him a couple of times and talking with Henry Levin of Stanford who has
also been involved in the more traditional voucher concepts, the whole idea
made a lot of sense to ie. I think more than just talking about it in terms
of whit is good for the Independent institutions, it's at idea that should be
considered for all of postiecondary education, for all of continuing education,
both public and,private.

Naii,hadtaiked with de about; "When you discuss this ida and advance it
far California, make sure that you get across the point that it'sjust same
.icipa that makes sense and it's not to bail.out any individ al segment. It's
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to help-the Students, and I think that--I wrote down at the top of my
notes'John Vasconcellos' question,'"Ii there a need, and is it being
met?"--I.think there definitely is a need, as we said this morning. Then
frosimy own investigations I think there's a need. We -think the programs'
exist, the continUing.eduCation programs, exist. It's- just how you get.
somebody to.go to them.

V

.The House Bill 1712 in MassaChusettsid_called the Adult Recurrent Educa-
tion Entitlement ProOam, and the whole idea is to further education on'a

I

part-time basislor people who are low income and without too much post-
.secondary education, beyond high school, or even high school education. The

. idea is to gain entrance and advancement in theejob market. This is some-
thing.that can bethrown around. Maybe you shouldn't be quite so specific
in saying that the courses you take necessarily have to advance you in the job
job market. You can get into all kinds of discussions about what that really
means, but the concept itself, I think, you'll find a good one. The idea is
to get people into the continuing education' programs on the college level and
to give them some kind of choice, rather than saying you canvnly go to com-
munity college-, you can only'go to a public institution, making the chance
available to them to, say, if there's a good program at an institution that
you can't really afford"that it can still be available to you.

In.Massichusetts the reason--one of the-reasons--that I thought that was a
viable idea or that there is a need is that two-thirds of the current students
in Massadhutetts wLo are in continuing education programs are persons who have
some amount of college already; they're people who are generally of middle and
upper-income groups. And so you look and you say, "Who's taking advantage of
the programs right now?" The people who have always taken advantageof the
program, you know. Is there a pool of people beyond the middle-class educated
people who can use these programs? I really feel there is.

I think Nolfi says he's got evidence there is, too, and Hank Levin and a -

whole series of other people. The idea thoUgh is, the amounts of money aren't
large enough that you can take people that aren't motivated and get them to go.

0 What you do is try to get the information out to people who've got some kind
of feeling of wanting to continue education. The question can come up, "Why
net just lower tuition?" The answer to that, at least my asnwer% would be
that that way the same breaks go to all the people; people who can already
afford to take part in=continuing education are getting the same subiidies as
people who've never been able to afford it, and-that way the Statesolosing
some money, too, or some income. Under the voucher system,, people.- -who can
afford more can pay more proportionately.

There's -an example. I don't-want to get too much into the mechanics of what
Massachusetts is doing, but there is in the Nolfi material a chart showing
educational levels, income levels, and how much money you would get. For an
idea, if you have 12 years of school, and an income of under $5,000, your
yearly voucher from the State would be $408. On the otherhand, if you have
one year of--say four years of-- college and #15,000 income, your voucher pay-
ment would be zero from the State, and anywhere in between up_to that amount.
The mechanics again of their program, for adults over 25 years of-age with an
annual income of $15,000 or less,.and United States Office of Education

C
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requirements for student assistance programs, would be the ones the State
would use 'so the State wouldn't have to set np*another whole system of
.eligibility requirements" and approyil.

The economics behind thecsyspem is that if you follow that type of program
o it's simple and relatively inexpensive bersuse you're using the structure,

of continuing-education-as-it-already exists with people paying for the
services. Yot're working on the demand side of education rather than the
supply side; and the programs in all the institutions could compete -with-

` -each other on the basis of what the students really need, and programs that
-arse offering the type of_things-that students require will be the ones that
will prosper. The voucher wilf,pay for, under the Massachusetts ?lan and
could be done in California, only actual tuition costs, and Massachusetts is
using up to 32 courses a year, 32 courses, total. for a bachelor's degree with
penalties for misuse and auditing on about five percent of the applications
that are coming in to keep some kind of controls on the program.

The'voudher plan would. be financed through the users and employers, which
gives you some kind of direct accountability,'and the instructional costs will
be borne by the students who can, in?fact, afford them, with other people being
subsidized on a slidinscale. And I think, to sort of put things more in a
nutshell, the vouchers-why should vouchers be used in continuing education?

. Well, as I mentioned before, it gives you a choice where to study, what to
study. You can purchase educational services that are most suited to you,
rather than just having, to go to the school that's four blocks away.

There's a possibility\that-there'll be greater responsiveness to the,student
by the institutions,. even if we don't like the idea of institutions being
responsive to a dollak sign; sometimes, that's what iecomes down to. Most of
the time that'i what it comes down to; whether it's a good or a bad thing,
that's a reality, I think.

i* sum things u7,'what to doyou've got the ides of the voucher plan!), you've
----heard about-it. I think the time's come for a different type og,public policy.

/' I think it,wss talked about today from a youth. full -time idea of postsecondary
education, lookihg at this large, sort of quiet group that just doesn't know
where to go, that private financing shotld be maintained. I don't think that
any of toq would argue against that. If a voucher system is usedthe public
investment can_be' relatively small kid should complement the private invest-
ment that already exists.--It seems,' too, that the Aidvantaged, when you
look at who would benefit frod-a-voucher program 1.1,e a lot Of programs,
the disadvantaged persons would bethe_otieg, that realy would get a high return
fromPthe program., It would be a nonregressive vestment by the state govern-
ment'and would be an effective focusing of the state dollars, putting it
exactly where it's needed, and.the voucher would allow the use of a mixed system
of education. You'd be able, to use public institutions, private institutions,
noncollegiate programs, too.

I was goingto.go over what Nolfi in the end calls this program, entitlement
voucher, 'that is, if resources are guaranteed for the persons who need it up
to the point where appropriations run out and the reason he uses vouchers,
the money goes directly to the recipient in a demand note ,that can be used
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PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPING' A VALIDATING INSTITUTION

"Attitudinal Problems'in the-Recognition of
Experiential,Leirning"

O

Dr. Urban Whitaker
Director, All-University
Programs

.

San Francisco State University

b-

\ 0

My name is Urban Whitaker and I am, Director of All- University Programs at
San Francisco State University. Experiential education is one of. my assign -
ments and presently includes the Cooperative Education jirogram, Credit by
Evaluation for Experiential Learning (CEEL), and representation of the
Universiti in thi national,CAEL Project (Cooperative Assessment of EXperi-
ential Learning). .I an also a member of the national Board of TrUttees of
CAEL and on the staff of the CAEL Faculty Development-Project.

My remarks reflect my personal opinions and experience. I am not speaking
as a, representative of the CSUC System, San Francisco State University or
CAEL.

I have been asked to comment particularly on attitudinal problems. -I mill
do that by: first, describing an ideal; and second, commenting en some of
the problems which hamper us in achieving the ideal; and third, concentrating
on some of the specific attitudinal problems which must be faced in developing
a validating institution; and finally I want'to comment, briefly on some of the
programs which are attacking these problems effectively.

IDEALS

. .

I believe that it shouldbe'a responsibility of postsecondary
.idiscators to encourage learning in whitever setting it caM best
take place for the individual, to be prepared to assess it, and
to recognize ieWithout regard to where or how it occurs. .

In facilitating, assessing And recognizing experiential learning
there must be the, same careful. attention to qUality control and
standards which epplies to traditional learning. Recognition
(waiver, placement or actual credit) should be granted for
learning, not for experiencelEr.m and only for learning which is
,clearly evaluated as creditable at the postsecondary level.

0
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1 KINDS OF PROBLEMS

There are two kinds of difficulties which complicate our attempts to achieve
these ideals:. attitudinal problems and technical problems.

Some of the attitudinal problems are related to the first ideal--
there are educators-who oppose the recognition of experiential

slearning(even'if it canlle..i.emonstrated to be college-level learn-
ing) bacause it does not.takilace'under.the guidance of the faculty.
At.COMNYft conclusion is that postsedondary institutions exist pri-
marily for education, not certification, and that they should not
In any case be, certifying' learning that doesn't take place under
their supervision

Some of the attitudinal problems are related to the second ideal=-
there are those Who seek, or are willing to grant credit for
experience per se Without demonstrating that collegeJlevel learning.'
has'taken place.

Technical problems are of two broad kinds: those concerned with the
learning process, particularly the re-training of faculty members to
serve as facilitators and minters rather than as professors and trans-
mitters,Of- knowledge; and those concerned with the aasessinent of
experiential education, whether in prior learning or sponsored, earning
environments.

ATTITUDINAL PROBLEMS'.

Much:is heard in current discussions of experiential.learning
about the need for "fiactilty, development" programs. I think
that it is both more accurate and more fair to talk about
"professional development" as a prerequisite to the elimination
of bosh attitudinal and technical barriers to progress.

Faculty attitudes vary, like everybody elses,-from vigorous
support to vigorous opposition. What'is needed to clear the
way for the development of validating institutions is a rigor-
ous program of information and discussion,oi all the.issues
which-affect the attitudes of all the parties: legislation,
trustees, administrators, employers, students and faculty
members. And we need"td ensure that this campaign treats'
both-sides Of the issues -- dealing with, the extremely lenient
attitudes which kavar credit for virtually any kind of experi-
ence, as well as with the closed or nearly-closed minds of
those who assume that it is not possible to acquire creditable
learning outside the traditional campus environment.

These two extremes feed. on each other. In a more positive and
constructive vein we should seek to encourage attitudes which
are, at once:
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open to the idea that creditable postsecondary.
learning can be adquiredbin both supervised

and unsupervised experiential settings; and

devoted to the maintenance of standards which
--ensure that Only postsecondary-level learning-

(noi experience per se) evaluated as such by
qualified faculty_members will be considered
for academic-rgOgnitioa.

PROGRAHS

-Several kinds of progradahaVe been dnveloped by faculty, administrators
and others to attack these attitudinal andtechnical-problems, and-to-move*- --
us Clow to.accomplisfiing the ideals described above. I want to(descriSe
two with which I am personally involved, the CAEL Project (Cooperative Assess-
ment of Experiential Learning); and the Cooperative Education movement.

A full descriPtion of the CAEL Project is available eliewhere. I
want to mention here ly the, facts that: the California State
.University' and College System is a co-founder of the Project; and
that the Faculty Development branch of CAEL is actively addressing
both'the attitudinal and techniCal problems which must be resolved

.if experientiallearning is to be properly recognized at the post-
: secondary level.

9'

The Subcommittee, may be interested in viewing some or all of the
series of tape/slide presentations prodUced at San Francisco State
University for use in 24 regional Faculty Development workshops:being

'sponsored byCOL. The series includes:

Experiential Learning: History and Rationale
The CAEL Story
The CAEL Fac'ulty Development Project
The Six Stages of the Assessment Process
A Compendium of Assesiment Techniques
How to Rua a Workshop .

..-f '4,-;
-

.

...

Another prograi now being offered at some California
1

csapuaes is
Cooperative Education which is an- effectille solution to a perplexing
problem: The ptoblem is.that both traditional and experiential
leaning have weaknesses(

traditional eduCat4On*iz often incomplete -- leaving students
well prepared in theory and in understanding of general

,_principles, but leesable in practical' application of the
general principles 'hi; a, variety of specific contexts.

experiential educatien'is often, incomplete-- leaving students
well-prepared'in practical application-of knowledge and skills
in some specific contexts but with inefficient understanding
of theory and general principles, and less able to apply their
learning in new situations.



t---'.kooieratiei Education blends the_ railiannai and experiential learning ,

kodeato,give the silent a gOod balanterbetween-theory and,practice
and the"tiWin, ad4eataPislefAilaiatanding the-general,principles and
being able to apply them in a variettOf practicaleituations..

+

The essence Of Cooperative Education is the recognition by three
partiesstudent, employet, university--of the dual roles each of
them can play for the mutull ad$antage of all three. Most importantlyrI

,1
The employer recognizes , that-the employee_ivalso a student.
The univirsity.reCognizes that the stndent'is also an employee.

.1
..-. .. . --; .

-.Recognizing this dual role of the student /employee;: '
. . - ..,

.

-the employeragreedtocoo;eriateiiith the university in.
-maximizing the learning opportunity in'the work environment,
and in evaluating the learning outcomes. -

- the university agrees to cooperate with the employer in aRsess-
. ing-and crediting the learning' outcome.

CONCLUSION

\
Experiential learning is not a panacea which sill end all of the problems of
postsecondary education. But if we can find the right blend, 'for each indivi-

"-dual student, of the traditional and experiential learning modes we can make
the educational process more exciting; more effective and more available to
more peo?le7=on a lifelong basis.

A

"Accreditation Concerns" 0,

Dr. Kay J. Andersen, Executive Director
Accrediting Commission for Senior Colleges
.and. -; Universities of the Western, Association

of School, and ,Colleges

My name is Kay J:- Andersen, and I am the-Exicutive Director of the Accredr
iting Commission fur Senior Colleges and Universities of the Western Assoc&a-.
tion of Schools and Collepe,._one of six regional accrediting agencies in
the United Stites. The Western Association of Schools and Colleges includes
two other accrediting commissions, the Commission on Community and Junior
Colleges and the Commission on Schools. The Accrediting-Commission for
Senior Collegesnd Universities encompasses approxitately"130 accredited

r colleges and universities in California, Hawaii, and Guam. In addition,
there are numerous Candidate institutions and others in the process of making
application. The Senior Commission is chaired by Sister Cecilia Louise Moore
of Mount St. Mary's College, and assisting her are 15 commissioners represeiti
public and private institutions within this region. The Junior College and
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Senior College Commissions are pare of the Council on PostsecondaryAccredi-
tation, whidh how coordinates all private, voluntary ac teditation

s both
regional and specialized,in the United.States.

,

Iam happy to -share the program today with Dr._Urban itaker of San Francisco
State,dniveraity, one who is intimately acquainted wi h accrediting problems,

crediting teams in thisregion. I. am certain that e would be able to,expli ate as well if not_better-
than I the concerns the C ission his with-regard o granting credit and
degrees 4or prior and' exper eneial learning, but, e me prOdeed with a few
observations. First, let m say that the,Coadissi n has taken no position

1.N.vcin the need for a ,fourth s ent of higher edUcati n in California.-

policies, and procedures, having served on numerous

With the, assistance of a v y strong committee an input from institutional
representatives in. the region, the Commission ado ted, in 1975, a policy
Statement_entitled "Credi'joi Prior Learning Experience," a statement which
at the present time appli sprimarily to.undergr duate work. Experience withthis Policy suggests_som revisions, and one of those pertains to the word
"experience" in the titl . We think that shoul be deleted for reasons whichI will offer shortly. is is a positive statement, which recognizes that
learning takes place in,a variety,of ways and settings, and that today's
student population cove s a broad spectrud of a,6s and experience. It further
recognizes that demonst able learning, based o experiences other than those'
that occur in an academic setting, may be educ tionally creditable, and any
appropriate past learning from:experiences 'can be used to undergirdor supple-
ment present and future learning'beybilit-the's

condary school, provided such
learning is related_to he goali-of-thestude ; t's education and is compatible
with the purpose's and s ated objectives oft e institution and its specific _prOgrams and curricula. That last statement is, in fact, the preface to this
policy statement.

.

.---

Because of its importance and because the p
to present it here and the makeft few comm
the awarding of credit for priof learning,
has preceded the applicatio for Credit for

a. the student applying for,Credit

the institution where he he is

Learning; and the past le rning
educational objectives;

licy is relatively short, I want
ts. The Senior Commission supports

hat is, credit for°1earning that
it, provided that:

for-Prior Learning ii'matriculated at
applying for the Credit for Prior
is relvan(ioi the student's stated7-

---

b. the person(s) evaluating the prior learning is a fadulty member or
academic administrator at t e-inseitution awarding the Credit for-
Pribr Learning and competenein'the 4ea'of the learning being evalu-

, ated. If the faculty member has, an adjunct appointment, his/her vita
must be on file at the institution and the contractual relationship
between the faculty member and the institution must be documented;

c. the student provides'evidencaqf crelclitable priorlearning (may be
done with the aid or approval Of a faculty member) and the evaluator
proVides a written evaluation off the evidence. Both evidence and _...,

'the'evaluation of it must be pliced in the student's permanent file;
\

\

:
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d. a panel of full-time faculty reviews and jives final approval.-to -the
documentation for, and the' amount of, Credit for prior ,Learning;

. -

e. ,the student satisfactorily completes. 30 semester units pr its equiva-
lent of-study at the institution awarding the,Credit fOr Prior Learning-
befOre the Credit for Prior Learning is entered on the Student'S
transcript;

.

f. Credit for Prior 'Learning is consistent wit1i acadekic,..atandards of
the institution;

g.- fees charged.have a reasonable relationship to the institutions'
.investment of time and resources;

h. the objectives, policies, procedures, and basis fox the award of
Credit for Prior Learning are fully described in tie official publi-
eation'of the institution.

Here are some problemswe-have=encountered in evaluating institutions which
:grant credit for prior learning. Most institutions are acting responsibly
in this field.

1' Excessive numbers of credits awarded on the basis of prior
learning.- The present policy contains no limits, but I am
certain that a revision will want to consider this.

. 2.- Credit for prior learning la unrelated or related only pert-
pherally to institutional goals.

.

, 3. :In evaluating'prior learning regular faculty members are some-
!;times only minimally involved.

4. Documentation for prior learning sometimes leaves much to be
desired.

Is it learning, rather than experience der se, which is being
. considered for academic recognition?

6. Is it demonstrated to be'university level creditable learning?'

7. Are ample precautions taken to insure that the credit is not
duplicated?

This question is important because of the heavily interdiscipli-
nary nature of most experiential learning.

8. Inadequate; projections are made of costs and expert4se necessary
to evaluate' prior learning.

9. °Integrity of credits and degrees are strained by some colleges.
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I recall vividly an experience at a recent national meeting where apanel
of-individuals from around the country was asked to evaluatesdocumentation
in support of prior learning credit.' Because the'individual requesting
this credit had served as-a Personnel Manager in an organization for several
years, some members of-the panel suggested he be granted up to 30 semester
hours towards a degree in Personnel Management. The documentation' which I
reviewed suggested to me that, while he might have been agood Personnel
Manager, I could only recommend from 1:5 credit hours. The documeutation
did not show a relationship to particular courses for which he was seeking
credit, and there was almost no indication that the student understood the
theory or general principles in this field._

Summarizing, the ComMission has been responsive to and supportive of well-
designed innovation, including credit for prior learning. Accreditation is
not ptimarily a change agent. It is an appraisal agency reflecting the ,tradi-
tions'and- standards of the mainstreah'of higher education. As such, it becomes
a stabilizing force among the many pressures which tend to move some institu-
tions into extreme positions to the detriment of the entire innovative movement.

Thanks again for the invitation.to join you in this. important meeting.



SUMMARY

7-----

.M7171i4re We've Been Today: A Summary"

Dr. Kenneth B. O'Brien
Associate Director
California Postsecondary Education

I've been very interested in listening to today's discussion. I think/
that John VascOncellos is absolUtely right when he stated that, everybody
sees the issue from his' own perceptions --no-question about illmt --and I
clearly heard that all day today.

I heard a few amusing statements; For example, when Nancy Tapper LAicated,
that perhaps nontraditional eduCatiolt is all,right until accreditation sets _

in--rather-like hardening of the arteris,'I suppose. That may be true because
one, thing that disturbed me at the end of the whole program, and*I hope that,
The Western Association`will'take a hard look at this, is Kay Andersen's sug -

gestioa that perhaps the educational institution ought not to be-a-broker;
I- think-this may be a mistake. It may be detrimental to the kind of thing
that Geoige McCabe and others are doing, in terms of taking people in,,attempt-
ing to evaluate 'their credits and pirhaps'not putting them through their own
system at all for any length of time. That may be something we want to look
into.

." s

C advisementheard everybody say, and I would agree, that some kind of advisement
center-is necessary. If we're gOing to have.a pluralism of education, as
Steve suggests, 'then in some way, better than we now do it, we have to make-
people aware of th6se services,- That certainly gives direction to the Com-
miasion; and-in our work with'the Legislature we will try to see that that

0

happens.

I heard everybody also agree to- the fact that better assessment of experi-
ential learning is needed. Now there seems to be very. little agreement
throughout the *vcm as-to who will do this: Bute of the institutions feel
that they ought tobe4cilig that. If, as I said, the, accreditation process
suggests that institutions should not act as brokers, at Iaast those institu-.
tions under the accreditation by-regional accrediting associations, then
perhaps there needs to be another. agency in the State that does that. I think
that it behooves us as a Commission to investigate that, and to study accredi-
tation. as to how it affects this partieular subject.

Fran Macy began the discussion this morning with an'anecdote, and since all
good planning is anec'otal, I would'like to end with one. I listened to a lot '
of discussion today and heard a lot of peciple talk about the fact that tqey're
doing a great, deal at the segmental and the institutional level. And that's
probably true, although I thinkwe need more evidence of that. All of the
evidinCe that I-sed is that there Seems to be a lot toing'on--what, exactly,
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that is, I'm not entirely sure, but a lot is going. on. On the other hand,
one does hive anecdotes that one can refer to.. One such ,anecdote concerns
a fitend,of Mine, sometimes a very good Medd of mine--she happens to be
my wife, who years agb, Iyon'esay how many years ago, took a full two-year
program. in business and secretarial services at a Proprietary institution
in the state of Pennsylvania. Two or three years ago, she determined that
she wanted to go and find out how much credit she could get for that two-
year program. She had a good transcript in hand, and-had lined up all the
courses in the local Community College that had the same program, same
courses, same descriptions:, After about three weeks of fruitlese.attempts,
wandering the halls, the final solution presCribed to her was, "Well, if you
go see all of the professors that give the same kinds of courses and arrange
with them to have them give you.= examination in each one of the courses, then
maybe we'll consider some of those as credit."

That's when she walked outcand has not been back inlagain. So I submit that
on the basis of that one.very,i4ortant anecdote, we do need some additional
services in this -area.
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